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Flavor mixing and CKM matrix

! For quarks,
– weak interaction eigenstates ! mass eigenstates

– mixing of quark flavors through a unitary matrix
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the CKM UT angles
Extract the UT angles through time-dependent 
ACP measurement.

V ∗
ub Vtd

VcdV
∗
cb

φ1

φ2

φ3
Z. Ligeti, ICHEP 2004

VudV
∗
ub + VcdV

∗
cb + VtdV

∗
tb = 0

Vud � Vtb � 1
4
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13 countries
65 institues

~400 members

�
L dt =

103
9 fb

−1

Lpeak = 21.1 nb−1s−1
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time-dependent ACP measurement
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              : high rate, theoretically clean

The Golden mode for φ1

No CKM phase

Note: true for any B0 decay with 
no phase from decay amplitude

Two Vtd vertices
ei0 e−i(2φ1)

B0

B
0

J/ψK0
ei0

e−i(2φ1) ei0

B0 → J/ψK0

=⇒ AJ/ψK0

CP (∆t) = −ξf sin(2φ1) sin(∆m∆t)
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Belle’s final result on  sin(2φ1)
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sin(2φ1) = 0.689+0.023
−0.021direct meas.:

indirect fitting: sin(2φ1) = 0.830+0.013
−0.034

~3σ difference?CKMfitter
ICHEP 2010



Other angles?
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V ∗
ub Vtd

VcdV
∗
cb

φ1

φ2

φ3
φ2
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φdirect
2 = 89.0+4.4

−4.2

φfit
2 = 95.6+3.3

−8.8

t-dep. CPV in B0 → K0
SK+K−

• any external conditions to consider?
- B(f0(980) → π+π−) vs. B(f0(980) → K+K−)

- B(f0(1500) → π+π−) vs. B(f0(1500) → K+K−)

• any external conditions to consider?
- B(f0(980) → π+π−) vs. B(f0(980) → K+K−)
⇒ prefer low value of f0(980)K0

S fraction

- B(f0(1500) → π+π−) vs. B(f0(1500) → K+K−)
⇒ prefer low value of f0(1500)K0

S fraction
• φ2 is dominated by B → ρ+ρ− (with isospin relation)
∵ The isospin triangle for ρρ is almost flat

- B(B0 → ρ0ρ0) ∼ O(10−6), much smaller than the others
- New BaBar measurement (PRL 102, 141802 (2009)) of

B(B+ → ρ+ρ0) = (23.7 ± 1.4 ± 1.4)× 10−6

much improved the precision of the isospin triangle

Youngjoon Kwon CP violations from B decays Physics in Collision, Sep.1–4, 2010



Other angles?
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V ∗
ub Vtd

VcdV
∗
cb

φ1

φ2

φ3

GLW: Gronau, London, Wyler (2001)
ADS:  Atwood, Dunietz, Soni (1997)
GGSZ: Giri, Grossman, Soffer, Zupan (2003)



φ3 from CPV in B+ → D(∗)K(∗) (GGSZ)

• IF both D0 and D0 decay into a common final state (e.g. KSπ+π−), then
B+ → D0K+ and B+ → D0K+ amplitudes interfere.

Let | D̃� =| D0�+ rei(δ+φ3) | D0� be the mixed state.

• The matrix element for the Dalitz plots are:

• M+ = f(m2
+,m2

−) + rei(δ+φ3)f(m2
−,m2

+) for B+ → D̃K+

• M− = f(m2
−,m2

+) + rei(δ−φ3)f(m2
+,m2

−) for B− → D̃K−

Youngjoon Kwon CP violations from B decays Physics in Collision, Sep.1–4, 2010

φ3 from CPV in B+ → D(∗)K(∗) (GGSZ)

• IF both D0 and D0 decay into a common final state (e.g. KSπ+π−), then
B+ → D0K+ and B+ → D0K+ amplitudes interfere.

Let | D̃� =| D0�+ rei(δ+φ3) | D0� be the mixed state.

• The matrix element for the Dalitz plots are:

• M+ = f(m2
+,m2

−) + rei(δ+φ3)f(m2
−,m2

+) for B+ → D̃K+

• M− = f(m2
−,m2

+) + rei(δ−φ3)f(m2
+,m2

−) for B− → D̃K−

Youngjoon Kwon CP violations from B decays Physics in Collision, Sep.1–4, 2010

m± = m(KSπ
±)
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Map out the Dalitz plot 
from all D0 decays

B+B−

Look for differences in B±→D0K± plots

D0 → K 0
Sπ+π− amplitude

605 fb−1 sample. [arXiv:0803.3375]
Extracted from D∗± → Dπ±,
D0 → K 0

Sπ+π− process.
Fit with isobar model.

Intermediate state Amplitude Phase (◦)

KSσ1 1.56 ± 0.06 214 ± 3

KSρ0 1.0 (fixed) 0 (fixed)

KSω 0.0343 ± 0.0008 112.0 ± 1.3

KS f0(980) 0.385 ± 0.006 207.3 ± 2.3

KSσ2 0.20 ± 0.02 212 ± 12

KS f2(1270) 1.44 ± 0.04 342.9 ± 1.7

KS f0(1370) 1.56 ± 0.12 110 ± 4

KSρ0(1450) 0.49 ± 0.08 64 ± 11

K ∗(892)+π− 1.638 ± 0.010 133.2 ± 0.4

K ∗(892)−π+ 0.149 ± 0.004 325.4 ± 1.3

K ∗(1410)+π− 0.65 ± 0.05 120 ± 4

K ∗(1410)−π+ 0.42 ± 0.04 253 ± 5

K ∗
0 (1430)+π− 2.21 ± 0.04 358.9 ± 1.1

K ∗
0 (1430)−π+ 0.36 ± 0.03 87 ± 4

K ∗
2 (1430)+π− 0.89 ± 0.03 314.8 ± 1.1

K ∗
2 (1430)−π+ 0.23 ± 0.02 275 ± 6

K ∗(1680)+π− 0.88 ± 0.27 82 ± 17

K ∗(1680)−π+ 2.1 ± 0.2 130 ± 6

non-resonant 2.7 ± 0.3 160 ± 5

Anton Poluektov CPV in B decays at Belle EPS-2009, Krakow, July 2009 6/17

components, and we require jcos!thrj<0:8 andF >!0:7.
In the Dalitz plot fit, we do not reject events based on these
variables (as in the previous analysis [12]) but rather use
them in the likelihood function to better separate signal and
background events. This leads to a 7%–8% improvement in
the expected statistical error.

The !E andMbc distributions for the B
þ ! DKþ mode

are shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b). For the selected events a
two-dimensional unbinned maximum likelihood fit in the
variables Mbc and !E is performed, with the fractions of
continuum, B "B, and B# ! Dð%Þ"# backgrounds as free
parameters, and their distributions fixed from generic
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. [The continuum component
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FIG. 1 (color online). !E andMbc distributions for the B
þ ! DKþ (a),(b), Bþ ! D%Kþ with D% ! D"0 (c),(d), and Bþ ! D%Kþ

with D% ! D# (e),(f) event samples. Points with error bars are the data, and the histograms are fitted contributions due to signal,
misidentified B# ! Dð%Þ"# events, and B "B, charm, and ðu; d; sÞ backgrounds; in (e), a B# ! DK# contribution with a random photon
is also included. !E distributions are plotted with a Mbc > 5:27 MeV=c2 requirement; Mbc distributions use a j!Ej< 30 MeV
requirement. j cos!thrj< 0:8 and F >!0:7 requirements are used in all the plots.

A. POLUEKTOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 81, 112002 (2010)

112002-4

component. The description of the matrix elements follows
Ref. [24]. We use a set of 18 two-body amplitudes. These
include five Cabibbo-allowed amplitudes: K!ð892Þþ!%,
K!ð1410Þþ!%, K!

0ð1430Þþ!%, K!
2ð1430Þþ!%, and

K!ð1680Þþ!%; their doubly Cabibbo-suppressed partners;
and eight amplitudes with K0

S and a !! resonance: K0
S",

K0
S!, K0

Sf0ð980Þ, K0
Sf2ð1270Þ, K0

Sf0ð1370Þ, K0
S"ð1450Þ,

K0
S#1, and K0

S#2.
We use an unbinned maximum likelihood technique to

fit the Dalitz plot distribution to the model described by

Eq. (2) with efficiency variation, background contribu-
tions, and finite momentum resolution taken into account.
The free parameters of the minimization are the amplitudes
aj and phases $j of the resonances, the amplitude aNR and

phase $NR of the nonresonant component, and the masses
and widths of the #1 and #2 scalars. We also allow the
masses and widths of the K!ð892Þþ and "ð770Þ states to
float.
The procedures for determining the background density,

the efficiency, and the resolution are the same as in the
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FIG. 3. Dalitz distributions of D ! K0
S!

þ!% decays from selected B& ! DK& (a),(b), B& ! D!K& with D! ! D!0 (c),(d), and
B& ! D!K& with D! ! D% (e),(f), shown separately for B% (left) and Bþ (right) tags.

A. POLUEKTOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 81, 112002 (2010)

112002-6

D0 → K0
Sπ

+π−

φ3 from CPV in B+ → D(∗)K(∗) (GGSZ)

• IF both D0 and D0 decay into a common final state (e.g. KSπ+π−), then
B+ → D0K+ and B+ → D0K+ amplitudes interfere.

Let | D̃� =| D0�+ rei(δ+φ3) | D0� be the mixed state.

• The matrix element for the Dalitz plots are:

• M+ = f(m2
+,m2

−) + rei(δ+φ3)f(m2
−,m2

+) for B+ → D̃K+

• M− = f(m2
−,m2

+) + rei(δ−φ3)f(m2
+,m2

−) for B− → D̃K−

Youngjoon Kwon CP violations from B decays Physics in Collision, Sep.1–4, 2010
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in terms of measurables from B±

2φ3

δB − φ3

δB + φ3

in F , where the mean and the various widths have a
polynomial dependence on cos!thr. The function
piðm2

þ; m
2
#Þ is represented by Gaussian smoothing of the

MC data.
At the first stage of the analysis (as described in Sec. II)

we determine the relative fractions of each background
component by performing an unbinned maximum likeli-
hood fit to the experimental data inMbc and !E (Mbc, !E,
cos!thr, and F for B% ! D&K%, D& ! D"). The free
parameters in the fit are the fractions of continuum, B "B,
and B% ! Dð&Þ#% events. The relative fractions of the
ðu; d; sÞ and charm components of the continuum back-
ground and the relative fractions of B "B backgrounds with
real D0 for the B% ! D&K%, D& ! D" mode are fixed
from the MC simulation.

At the second stage, separate Dalitz distributions are
formed for the Bþ and B# samples with the signal require-
ment for Mbc and !E (Mbc > 5:27 GeV=c2, j!Ej<
30 MeV) and no requirements for cos!thr and F . In each
case, a fit with free parameters x and y is performed with
the unbinned maximum likelihood technique, using varia-
bles m2

þ, m
2
#, Mbc, !E, cos!thr, and F ; only the first four

variables were used in the previous analysis [12]. Possible
deviations from the factorization assumption for the back-
ground distribution and disagreements between MC and

experimental background densities are treated in the sys-
tematic error. The efficiency variation as a function of the
Dalitz plot variables is obtained from signal MC simulation
and is taken into account in the likelihood function.
To test the consistency of the fit, the same procedure as

used for the Bþ ! Dð&ÞKþ signal was applied to the Bþ !
Dð&Þ#þ control samples. For the B% ! D#% and B% !
D&#% (D& ! D#0) modes, the results are consistent with
the expected value r' 0:01 for the amplitude ratio. For
B% ! D&#% (D& ! D"), we find r ¼ 0:05% 0:02, which
is larger than the expected value by 2 standard deviations.
Inspection of the Dalitz distributions shows visible differ-
ences between Bþ and B# data in this mode: we interpret
the large value of r as a statistical fluctuation.
The results of the separate Bþ and B# data fits are shown

in Fig. 4. The values of the fit parameters x% and y% are
listed in Table II. As expected, the values of x% and y% for
the D& ! D" and D& ! D#0 modes from B% ! D&K%

agreewithin the statistical errors after reversing the signs in
one of the modes.

V. EVALUATION OF THE STATISTICAL ERRORS

We use a frequentist technique to evaluate the statistical
significance of the measurements. The procedure is iden-
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FIG. 4 (color online). Results of signal fits with free parameters x ¼ r cos! and y ¼ r sin! for Bþ ! DKþ (a) and Bþ ! D&Kþ (b)
samples, separately for B# and Bþ data. Contours indicate 1, 2, and 3 (for B% ! DK%) and 1 standard deviation regions (for B% !
D&K%) obtained in the maximum likelihood fit. For the B% ! D&K%, D& ! D" mode, the sign of x% and y% is swapped to account
for the relative strong phase difference of 180) with respect to the B% ! D&K%, D& ! D#0 sample.

TABLE II. Results of the signal fits in parameters ðx; yÞ. The first error is statistical, and the second is experimental systematic error.
Statistical correlation coefficients between x and y are also shown. Model uncertainty is not included.

Parameter Bþ ! DKþ Bþ ! D&Kþ, D& ! D#0 Bþ ! D&Kþ, D& ! D"

x# þ0:105% 0:047% 0:011 þ0:024% 0:140% 0:018 þ0:144% 0:208% 0:025
y# þ0:177% 0:060% 0:018 #0:243% 0:137% 0:022 þ0:196% 0:215% 0:037
x# # y# correlation #0:289 þ0:440 #0:207
xþ #0:107% 0:043% 0:011 þ0:133% 0:083% 0:018 #0:006% 0:147% 0:025
yþ #0:067% 0:059% 0:018 þ0:130% 0:120% 0:022 #0:190% 0:177% 0:037
xþ # yþ correlation þ0:110 #0:101 þ0:080

A. POLUEKTOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 81, 112002 (2010)

112002-8

φ3 = 78.4+10.8
−11.6 ± 3.6± 8.9 (◦)Evidence of  direct CPV !!

x± = r cos(δB ± φ3)

y± = r sin(δB ± φ3)

rDK = 0.160+0.040
−0.038 ± 0.011+0.050

−0.010

Model-dep. error would dominate in the next-
generation B-factory experiments

r : ratio of D/D ampl.  
δB : D/D relative phase

Different r, δB for each 
mode D(*)K(*)

φ3 from CPV in B+ → D(∗)K(∗) (GGSZ)

• IF both D0 and D0 decay into a common final state (e.g. KSπ+π−), then
B+ → D0K+ and B+ → D0K+ amplitudes interfere.

Let | D̃� =| D0�+ rei(δ+φ3) | D0� be the mixed state.

• The matrix element for the Dalitz plots are:

• M+ = f(m2
+,m2

−) + rei(δ+φ3)f(m2
−,m2

+) for B+ → D̃K+

• M− = f(m2
−,m2

+) + rei(δ−φ3)f(m2
+,m2

−) for B− → D̃K−

Youngjoon Kwon CP violations from B decays Physics in Collision, Sep.1–4, 2010

PRD 81, 112002 (2010)
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Indirect: Direct: φ3 = 71+21
−25 (

◦)φ3 = 67.2± 3.9(◦)
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(GGSZ) model-independent analysis

fit over binned Dalitz plot 

• model-independent, but

• reduced statistical power

• compensate by smart choice of binning

- “optimal binning” depends on model, but the 
resulting φ3 does not --> no bias!

Bondar & Poluektov, 
EPJ C55, 51 (2008)

φ3: Optimal binning and CLEO measurement of ci , si

Binned analysis reduces stat. precision.

Can improve this by choosing a binning inspired by D0 → K 0
Sπ+π− model.

[CLEO collaboration, PRD 82, 112006 (2010)]

Optimized D0 → K 0
Sπ+π− binning

using BaBar 2008 measurement.
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M±
i = h

�
Ki + r2K−i + 2

�
KiK−i(x±ci + y±si)

�

x± = r cos(δB ± φ3), y± = r sin(δB ± φ3)

ci & si contain info. about strong phase difference  
b/w symmetric D0 decay Dalitz plot points;

use CLEO result in ψ(3770) → D0D
0
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(GGSZ) model-independent analysis
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φ3: B± → DK±, D → K 0
Sπ+π− signal selection

Use 711 fb−1 sample (772M BB pairs). Belle preliminary

Data reprocessed with new tracking ⇒ improved efficiency (12% → 16%)

Signal selection variables: Mbc, ∆E , event shape (cos θthr, ”virtual
calorimeter” Fisher discriminant). 4D unbinned fit to get signal yield.
Signal yield: 1176± 43 events (∼ 55% more data than in prev. analysis)

Anton Poluektov Recent EW results from Belle Moriond EW, 16 March 2011 15/20

φ3: Dalitz plots of D → K 0
Sπ+π− decay from B± → DK±

Belle preliminary

B− → D0K−: B+ → D0K+:

Dalitz plots for signal-enriched region:
(Mbc > 5.27 GeV/c2, |∆E | < 30 MeV, cos θthr < 0.8).
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Belle preliminary

• N(BB) = 772M

• much improved efficiency 
with reprocessed data

• 4D unbinned fit for each 
Dalitz plot bin

• N(sig) = 1176 ± 43
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φ3: B± → DK± fit results

Simultaneous fit to signal selection variables in all bins. Belle preliminary

Free parameters: (x , y), normalization, background fractions in bins.
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r

x− = +0.095± 0.045± 0.014± 0.017

y− = +0.137+0.053
−0.057 ± 0.019± 0.029

corr(x−, y−) = −0.315

x+ = −0.110± 0.043± 0.014± 0.016

y+ = −0.050+0.052
−0.055 ± 0.011± 0.021

corr(x+, y+) = +0.059

φ3 = (77.3+15.1
−14.9 ± 4.2± 4.3)◦

rB = 0.145± 0.030± 0.011± 0.011

δB = (129.9± 15.0± 3.9± 4.7)◦

1st error is statistical, 2nd — systematic, 3rd — ci , si precision.
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(GGSZ) model-independent analysis

19

φ3: CP asymmetry in B± → DK±

Fit signal selection distribution separately in bins Belle preliminary

B+

B−
B± → DK± sample

B+

B−
B± → Dπ± control sample

Significant direct CP asymmetry in B± → DK± sample:
probability of stat. fluctuation p = 0.4%.

Anton Poluektov Recent EW results from Belle Moriond EW, 16 March 2011 17/20

B± → DK±

control sample
B± → Dπ±

φ3 = (77.3+15.1
−14.9 ± 4.2± 4.3)◦

δB = (129.9± 15.0± 3.9± 4.7)◦

r = 0.145± 0.030± 0.011± 0.011

Belle preliminary
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First evidence for the ADS mode

Atwood, Dunietz, Soni, PRL 78, 3257 (1997)

• B --> D K+ with “wrong-sign” [K π]D

20
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FIG. 1. Diagrams for the two interfering processes: B
2 °!

K
2

D
0 (color-allowed) followed by D

0 °! K
1p2 (doubly

Cabibbo suppressed) and B
2 °! K

2
D

0 (color-suppressed)
followed by D

0 °! K
1p2 (Cabibbo allowed).

observed by CLEO [9]
B�D0 °! K

1p2�
B�D 0 °! K1p2�

� 0.0077 6 0.0025 6 0.0025 , (2)

whose central value was used in Eq. (1) for the generic
ratio.
Let us denote the above branching ratios as

a�K� � B�B2 °! K
2

D
0�, b�K� � B�B2 °! K

2
D

0�,
c� fi� � B�D0 °! fi�, c� fi� � B�D0 °! fi�. For a
given final state fi let us define d�K , fi� � B�B2 °!
K

2� fi�� and d�K , fi� � B�B1 °! K
1� fi�� where the

square bracket denotes that the bracketed mode orig-
inates from a D

0�D
0 decay. In the standard model,

a�K� � B�B1 °! K
1

D
0� � a�K� and b�K� � b�K�.

Likewise, c� fi� � B�D 0 °! f
i
� � c� fi� and c� f

i
� �

c� fi� [11].
Equation (1) suggests that CP violating effects in the

interference of two amplitudes of this type can be large.
Let us define, for a general final state f, the CP violating
partial rate asymmetry (PRA):

A�K , f� � �d�K, f� 2 d�K, f����d�K , f� 1 d�K , f�� .
The largest CP violating asymmetry A�K , f� in B

6 decays
involving D

0 2 D
0 interference may occur when f is a

doubly Cabibbo suppressed decay mode of the D
0.

In the GLW method where f is a CP eigenstate, the
strong phase difference between D

0 °! f and D
0 °! f,

df � arg�M�D0 °! f�M �D 0 °! f���, is to an excel-
lent approximation 0 mod p [11]. Therefore, the total
strong phase difference involved is that of the initial B

decay, zK mod p , where zK is given by

zK �
1
2

arg�M�B2 °! K
2

D
0�M�B2 °! K

2
D

0��

3 M �B1 °! K
1

D
0��M �B1 °! K

1
D

0�� .
Since A�K, f� ~ sin�zK 1 df� � 6 sin�zK �, if zK should
happen to be small the GLW method will produce only

a small CP violating signal. In contrast, df may assume
different values for various non-CP eigenstates f. Some
of these phases could be large. Indeed, some experimental
evidence suggests that final state interaction effects in
such D

0 decays can be appreciable [12]. Since several
such modes are experimentally feasible, for instance f �
K

1p2, K
1r2, K

1
a

2
1 , K

�1p2, Kpp, etc., it is likely
that for at least some of these sin�zK 1 df� will be large
leading to a large asymmetry A�K , f�.
If it were feasible to determine both a�K� and b�K�,

then a single final state f—which may be either a CP
eigenstate (as in [4,5]) or a non-CP eigenstate [7] (such
as doubly Cabibbo suppressed modes)—allows the extrac-
tion of g (up to a fourfold discrete ambiguity) from the ex-
perimental observables �a�K�, b�K�, c� f�, c� f�, d�K, f�,
d�K , f��. A potential problem with this method of extract-
ing g is, though, that while a�K� can be measured by con-
ventional means outlined below, b�K� � O�1026� suffers
from some serious experimental difficulties. First, if b�K�
is measured through the use of hadronic decays of the D

0

(e.g., D
0 °! K

1p2), then interference effects of O�1�
with the D

0 channel (e.g., B
2 °! K

2
D

0�°! K
1p2�)

will occur [see Eq. (1)]. Clearly, then, the D
0 must be

tagged with a decay that is distinct from any decay of the
D

0, for instance the semileptonic decay D
0 °! l

2nlXs.
This mode, however, is subject to daunting backgrounds,
such as B

2 °! l
2nlXc, which is O�106� times larger.

Such backgrounds may be difficult to overcome [13].
The possibility of having a variety of strong phases

allows for several methods for the extraction of g [14];
here we discuss only one. We assume that all relevant
branching ratios for D

0 decays are known [11].
The first method assumes that a�K� is known but

not b�K�. Indeed a�K� can be determined via Cabibbo
allowed modes of D

0 decay � g�, e.g., D
0 °! K

2p1,
K

2r1. The decay chain B
2 °! K

2
D

0 �°! g� de-
termines a�K� � d�K , g��c� g� to an accuracy of about
1% since the interfering process B

2 °! K
2

D
0 �°! g�

is both color and doubly Cabibbo suppressed. Higher
accuracy can be achieved once obvious corrections are
included.
The method also requires the branching ratios for at

least two distinct final states f1 and f2 (where at least one
of f1, f2 is not a CP eigenstate), i.e., d�K , f1�, d�K , f1�,
d�K , f2�, and d�K , f2�. This information suffices to
extract g, B�B2 °! K

2
D

0�, and the two relevant strong
phase differences up to some discrete ambiguity.
To see how this works, let us write the expressions for

d�K , fi�, d�K , fi� in terms of the strong phases and g:

d�K , fi� � a�K�c� fi� 1 b�K�c� fi�

1 2
q

a�K�b�K�c� fi�c� f
i
� cos�jK

fi
1 g� ,

d�K , fi� � a�K�c� fi� 1 b�K�c� fi�
(3)

1 2
q

a�K�b�K�c� fi�c� fi� cos�jK

fi
2 g� ,
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The suppressed decay chain B! ! DK!, D ! Kþ!!, where D indicates a !D0 or D0 state, provides

important information on the CP-violating angle "3. We measure the ratio RDK of the decay rates to the

favored mode B! ! DK!, D ! K!!þ to be RDK ¼ ½1:63þ0:44
!0:41ðstatÞþ0:07

!0:13ðsystÞ' ( 10!2, which indi-

cates the first evidence of the signal with a significance of 4:1#. We also measure the asymmetry ADK

between the charge-conjugate decays to be ADK ¼ !0:39þ0:26
!0:28ðstatÞþ0:04

!0:03ðsystÞ. The results are based on

the full 772( 106 B !B pair data sample collected at the "ð4SÞ resonance with the Belle detector.
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Determinations of the parameters of the standard model
are fundamentally important; any significant discrepancy
between the expected and measured values would be a
signature of new physics. The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix [1,2] consists of weak interaction parame-
ters for the quark sector, one of which is the CP-violating
angle "3 ) argð!VudV

*
ub=VcdV

*
cbÞ [3]. Several methods

proposed for measuring "3 exploit interference in the
decay B! ! DK! (D ¼ !D0 or D0), where the two D
states decay to a common final state [4–7]. One of the
methods utilizes the decay B! ! DK!, D ! Kþ!! [6].
The magnitudes of interfering amplitudes are comparable
and hence can enhance the effects of CP violation.
Previous studies of this decay mode have not found a
significant signal yield [8,9].

In this analysis, we measure the ratio RDK of the
aforementioned suppressed decay to the favored decay,
B! ! DK!, D ! K!!þ, and the CP asymmetry ADK

defined as

R DK ) Bð½Kþ!!'DK!Þ þBð½K!!þ'DKþÞ
Bð½K!!þ'DK!Þ þBð½Kþ!!'DKþÞ ; (1)

A DK ) Bð½Kþ!!'DK!Þ !Bð½K!!þ'DKþÞ
Bð½Kþ!!'DK!Þ þBð½K!!þ'DKþÞ ; (2)

where ½f'D indicates the final state f originating from a !D0

or D0 meson. The same selection criteria and fitting

functions are used for the suppressed decays and the
favored decays wherever possible in order to cancel sys-
tematic uncertainties. The observables are related to "3 as
follows:

R DK ¼ r2B þ r2D þ 2rBrD cosð$B þ $DÞ cos"3; (3)

A DK ¼ 2rBrD sinð$B þ $DÞ sin"3=RDK; (4)

where rB ¼ jAðB! ! !D0K!Þ=AðB! ! D0K!Þj, rD ¼
jAðD0 ! Kþ!!Þ=Að !D0 ! Kþ!!Þj, and $B ($D) is the
strong phase difference between the two B (D) decay
amplitudes appearing in the ratios. By combining other
experimental inputs [10–12], the value of "3 can be ex-
tracted in a model-independent manner [5,6]. The decay
B! ! D!!, D ! Kþ!! is also analyzed as a reference.
For this final state the decay rate is relatively large whereas
the effect of "3 is small.
The results are based on the full 772( 106 B !B pair data

sample collected at the "ð4SÞ resonance with the Belle
detector located at the KEKB asymmetric-energy eþe!

collider [13]. The Belle detector is described in detail
elsewhere [14]. The primary detector components used in
this analysis are a tracking system consisting of a silicon
vertex detector and a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC),
an array of aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC),
and a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-flight scintillation
counters (TOF).
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First evidence for the ADS mode

• First evidence (sig. = 4.1σ)

21

The results of the fits of the above PDFs to the final data
samples are shown in Fig. 1. The signal yields and the
reconstruction efficiencies are listed in Table I. Note that
the rare charmless b ! s decay B! ! KþK!!! can peak
inside the signal region for B! ! ½Kþ!!$DK! and be
included in the signal yield. To estimate its contribu-
tion as well as contributions from B! ! ½KþK!$D!!

and B! ! ½K!!þ$DK!, we fit the MðK!Þ data
sidebands: 1:815 GeV=c2 <MðK!Þ< 1:845 GeV=c2

and 1:885 GeV=c2 <MðK!Þ< 2:005 GeV=c2. The side-
bands are chosen to avoid the contribution from B! !
½KþK!$D!! caused by K=! misidentification. We apply
the same fitting method used in the signal extraction to the
sideband sample to obtain an expected yield of !1:9þ3:7

!3:5
events. For B! ! ½Kþ!!$D!!, we also apply the require-
ment MðK!Þ< 1:915 GeV=c2 for the sideband sample to
avoid B! ! ½!þ!!$D!! background, and obtain
!3:2þ7:0

!6:4. We do not subtract these backgrounds from the
signal yields but instead include the errors on the yields in
the systematic uncertainties.

From the signal yields in Table I, we obtain

R DK ¼ ½1:63þ0:44
!0:41ðstatÞþ0:07

!0:13ðsystÞ$ ( 10!2; (5)

R D! ¼ ½3:28þ0:38
!0:36ðstatÞþ0:12

!0:18ðsystÞ$ ( 10!3; (6)

where the contributions to the systematic uncertainties are
listed in Table II. The uncertainties due to the!E PDFs for

the DK signal, the D! signal, and the D! feed-across are
evaluated by varying the shape parameters by)1". Those
due to the DK feed-across are obtained by varying the
width and the mean by )10%, which is the difference
observed between the data and MC samples for the D!
feed-across. The uncertainties from the NB PDFs for the
DK and D! signals (the D! feed-across) are estimated
by obtaining PDFs from the region 0:01 GeV< j!Ej<
0:02 GeV (0:01 GeV< j!E! 0:05 GeVj< 0:02 GeV).
Those due to the DK feed-across and the B "B background
are estimated by using theDK signal PDF. Those due to the
q "q background are estimated by using (Mbc, !E) different
sidebands. The uncertainties due to the K=! misidentifi-
cation probabilities for the feed-across backgrounds are
obtained by varying their values by their )1" errors.
The uncertainty due to the charge asymmetry of the q "q
background is obtained by varying it by )0:02 () 0:005)
for DK (D!), which is the uncertainty in the favored DK
(D!) signal. A possible fit bias is checked by generating
10 000 pseudoexperiments. The uncertainties in detection
efficiencies mainly arise from MC statistics and the un-
certainties in the particle identification efficiencies. The
total systematic uncertainty is calculated by summing the
above uncertainties in quadrature.
The significances ofRDK andRD! are estimated using

the fit likelihoods by convolving asymmetric Gaussians
denoting the systematic uncertainties [8], and listed in
Table I. The significance for RDK is 4:1", which consti-
tutes the first evidence for the suppressed DK decay.
The !E projections are shown separately for each

charge of the B candidate in Fig. 2. We obtain

A DK ¼ !0:39þ0:26
!0:28ðstatÞþ0:04

!0:03ðsystÞ; (7)

A D! ¼ !0:04) 0:11ðstatÞþ0:02
!0:01ðsystÞ; (8)

where the systematic uncertainties are evaluated in a simi-
lar manner as that done for RDK and RD! (see Table II).
The uncertainty due to the yield of the peaking back-
grounds is obtained by varying the signal yield in the
denominator of the CP asymmetry. The uncertainty due
to the asymmetry of the peaking backgrounds is negligible
[20]. To account for possible bias due to the charge asym-
metry of the detector, we take the uncertainty in the asym-
metry of the favored signal as a conservative limit on this
effect.
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FIG. 1 (color online). !E (NB> 0:9) and NB (j!Ej<
0:03 GeV) distributions for ½Kþ!!$DK! (left) and
½Kþ!!$D!! (right). Charge-conjugate decays are included. In
these plots, ½Kþ!!$DK! components are shown by thicker
dashed curves (red), and ½Kþ!!$D!! components are shown
by thinner dashed curves (magenta). B "B backgrounds are
shown by dash-dotted curves (green) while q "q backgrounds
are shown by dotted curves (blue). The sums of all components
are shown by solid curves (black).

TABLE I. Signal yields, reconstruction efficiencies and signif-
icances. Charge-conjugate modes are included. The uncertainties
shown are statistical only.

Mode Yield Efficiency (%) Significance

B! ! ½Kþ!!$DK! 56:0þ15:1
!14:2 33:6) 0:4 4:1"

B! ! ½K!!þ$DK! 3394þ68
!69 33:2) 0:4

B! ! ½Kþ!!$D!! 165:0þ19:1
!18:1 36:5) 0:4 9:2"

B! ! ½K!!þ$D!! 49164þ245
!244 35:7) 0:4
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The results of the fits of the above PDFs to the final data
samples are shown in Fig. 1. The signal yields and the
reconstruction efficiencies are listed in Table I. Note that
the rare charmless b ! s decay B! ! KþK!!! can peak
inside the signal region for B! ! ½Kþ!!$DK! and be
included in the signal yield. To estimate its contribu-
tion as well as contributions from B! ! ½KþK!$D!!

and B! ! ½K!!þ$DK!, we fit the MðK!Þ data
sidebands: 1:815 GeV=c2 <MðK!Þ< 1:845 GeV=c2

and 1:885 GeV=c2 <MðK!Þ< 2:005 GeV=c2. The side-
bands are chosen to avoid the contribution from B! !
½KþK!$D!! caused by K=! misidentification. We apply
the same fitting method used in the signal extraction to the
sideband sample to obtain an expected yield of !1:9þ3:7

!3:5
events. For B! ! ½Kþ!!$D!!, we also apply the require-
ment MðK!Þ< 1:915 GeV=c2 for the sideband sample to
avoid B! ! ½!þ!!$D!! background, and obtain
!3:2þ7:0

!6:4. We do not subtract these backgrounds from the
signal yields but instead include the errors on the yields in
the systematic uncertainties.

From the signal yields in Table I, we obtain

R DK ¼ ½1:63þ0:44
!0:41ðstatÞþ0:07

!0:13ðsystÞ$ ( 10!2; (5)

R D! ¼ ½3:28þ0:38
!0:36ðstatÞþ0:12

!0:18ðsystÞ$ ( 10!3; (6)

where the contributions to the systematic uncertainties are
listed in Table II. The uncertainties due to the!E PDFs for

the DK signal, the D! signal, and the D! feed-across are
evaluated by varying the shape parameters by)1". Those
due to the DK feed-across are obtained by varying the
width and the mean by )10%, which is the difference
observed between the data and MC samples for the D!
feed-across. The uncertainties from the NB PDFs for the
DK and D! signals (the D! feed-across) are estimated
by obtaining PDFs from the region 0:01 GeV< j!Ej<
0:02 GeV (0:01 GeV< j!E! 0:05 GeVj< 0:02 GeV).
Those due to the DK feed-across and the B "B background
are estimated by using theDK signal PDF. Those due to the
q "q background are estimated by using (Mbc, !E) different
sidebands. The uncertainties due to the K=! misidentifi-
cation probabilities for the feed-across backgrounds are
obtained by varying their values by their )1" errors.
The uncertainty due to the charge asymmetry of the q "q
background is obtained by varying it by )0:02 () 0:005)
for DK (D!), which is the uncertainty in the favored DK
(D!) signal. A possible fit bias is checked by generating
10 000 pseudoexperiments. The uncertainties in detection
efficiencies mainly arise from MC statistics and the un-
certainties in the particle identification efficiencies. The
total systematic uncertainty is calculated by summing the
above uncertainties in quadrature.
The significances ofRDK andRD! are estimated using

the fit likelihoods by convolving asymmetric Gaussians
denoting the systematic uncertainties [8], and listed in
Table I. The significance for RDK is 4:1", which consti-
tutes the first evidence for the suppressed DK decay.
The !E projections are shown separately for each

charge of the B candidate in Fig. 2. We obtain

A DK ¼ !0:39þ0:26
!0:28ðstatÞþ0:04

!0:03ðsystÞ; (7)

A D! ¼ !0:04) 0:11ðstatÞþ0:02
!0:01ðsystÞ; (8)

where the systematic uncertainties are evaluated in a simi-
lar manner as that done for RDK and RD! (see Table II).
The uncertainty due to the yield of the peaking back-
grounds is obtained by varying the signal yield in the
denominator of the CP asymmetry. The uncertainty due
to the asymmetry of the peaking backgrounds is negligible
[20]. To account for possible bias due to the charge asym-
metry of the detector, we take the uncertainty in the asym-
metry of the favored signal as a conservative limit on this
effect.
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FIG. 1 (color online). !E (NB> 0:9) and NB (j!Ej<
0:03 GeV) distributions for ½Kþ!!$DK! (left) and
½Kþ!!$D!! (right). Charge-conjugate decays are included. In
these plots, ½Kþ!!$DK! components are shown by thicker
dashed curves (red), and ½Kþ!!$D!! components are shown
by thinner dashed curves (magenta). B "B backgrounds are
shown by dash-dotted curves (green) while q "q backgrounds
are shown by dotted curves (blue). The sums of all components
are shown by solid curves (black).

TABLE I. Signal yields, reconstruction efficiencies and signif-
icances. Charge-conjugate modes are included. The uncertainties
shown are statistical only.

Mode Yield Efficiency (%) Significance

B! ! ½Kþ!!$DK! 56:0þ15:1
!14:2 33:6) 0:4 4:1"

B! ! ½K!!þ$DK! 3394þ68
!69 33:2) 0:4

B! ! ½Kþ!!$D!! 165:0þ19:1
!18:1 36:5) 0:4 9:2"

B! ! ½K!!þ$D!! 49164þ245
!244 35:7) 0:4

PRL 106, 231803 (2011) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
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231803-4RDK = (1.63+0.44
−0.41

+0.07
−0.13)× 10−2

ADK = −0.39+0.26
−0.28

+0.04
−0.03
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B decays for CKM UT sides

• |Vcb| from B0 → D∗−�+ν

• |Vub| from B0 → π−�+ν

Youngjoon Kwon Recent physics results from Belle (ICPP 2011) June 22, 2011 22



B → X�ν and CKM

• Semileptonic B decays (B → X�ν)

– directly related to CKM elements |Vcb| and |Vub|

M(MQq̄ → Xq�q̄ �ν̄) = −i
GF√

2
Vq�Q L

µ
Hµ

L
µ = ū�γ

µ(1 − γ5)vν Hµ = �X|q̄�γµ(1 − γ5)Q|M�

• Understanding hadronic effects is the big challenge

September 2, 2010 B decays and CKM                  Steven Robertson  5

Determining CKM elements
Semileptonic B decays give direct access to CKM matrix elements       
         |Vub |  and  |Vcb|:

! Independent theoretical approaches for inclusive (OPE) and 
exclusive B decay processes (form factors)

! Challenge is to understand hadronic current (lattice QCD, HQET etc)

• Independent theoretical approaches for inclusive (OPE) and exclusive

(FF) decay processes

Youngjoon Kwon Recent physics results from Belle (ICPP 2011) June 22, 2011 23



|Vcb| from exclusive B decays

• based on differential decay rate of B → D�+ν� and D∗�+ν�

• limited by knowledge of B → D(∗) form factors
but form factors become unity in the heavy-quark limit

September 2, 2010 B decays and CKM                  Steven Robertson  6

w = 1

w > 1

|Vcb| from exclusive decays
Exclusive |Vcb| determinations are based on B!Dl" and 
B!D*l"  differential decay rate measurements 

! Limitation is knowledge of B!D(*) form factors:   

Form factors become 
unity at zero-recoil in 
heavy quark limit;
corrections computed 
on lattice

|Vcb| extracted by extrapolating the differential decay rate to w = 1

" Requires assumption about shape of form factor:
!  BABAR/Belle use parametrization characterized by form factor 

slope parameter  !2 (and R1, R2 in D* decays)

Caprini et al., Nucl. Phys B530, 153 (1998)
from a slide by S. Robertson for PIC2010

w = vB · vD(∗) lim
w→1

F(w),G(w) = 1

in heavy quark limit,

• |Vcb| is extracted by extrapolating dΓ/dw to w → 1
needs assumption about form factor shape

Youngjoon Kwon Recent physics results from Belle (ICPP 2011) June 22, 2011 24



B0 → D∗−�+ν� for |Vcb|
• untagged analysis, based on full Belle

sample (L = 711 fb−1)
updated from prelim. result (140 fb−1)

• Reduced systematic error
exploiting large statistics

* use cleanest mode only
D∗− → D̄0π−, D̄0 → K+π−

to reduce systematic error
* 1/2 sample is used only for πs efficiency

calibration
* uses the other 1/2 for analysis

∼ 120K B0 → D∗−�+ν� evts.

• BF and form factors, obtained from fits to
(w, cos θ�, cos θν ,χ)

PRD 82, 112007 (2010)

B0 → D∗−�+ν� for |Vcb|
• based on full Belle sample

(L = 711 fb−1)

* untagged analysis
* cleanest mode only

D∗− → D̄0π−, D̄0 → K+π−

∼ 120K B0 → D∗−�+ν� evts.

• BF and form factors are obtained
from fits to
(w, cos θ�, cos θν ,χ)

where Gparam
i are the values obtained using the parameteri-

zation by Caprini, Lellouch, andNeubert,Gfit
i are the values

obtained by the unparameterized fit described above and
Cstat is the covariance matrix between the fit parameters,
which is also a result of the numerical minimization.
Evaluating this expression yields a !2=n:d:f ¼ 29:3=20,
P!2 ¼ 8:3%. This implies satisfactory agreement between

the extracted shapes of the longitudinal and transverse
components and the world average parameters.

VI. SUMMARYAND DISCUSSION

Using 711 fb"1 of data collected by the Belle experi-
ment, we have analyzed approximately 120 000 B0 !
D#"‘þ"‘ decays. A fit to four kinematic variables fully
characterizing these decays yields measurements of the
product of the form factor normalization and jVcbj,
F ð1ÞjVcbj, and of the parameters #2, R1ð1Þ and R2ð1Þ
that enter the HQET form factor parameterization of this
decay. We obtain

F ð1ÞjVcbj ¼ ð34:6' 0:2' 1:0Þ ( 10"3;

#2 ¼ 1:214' 0:034' 0:009;

R1ð1Þ ¼ 1:401' 0:034' 0:018;

R2ð1Þ ¼ 0:864' 0:024' 0:008;

BðB0 ! D#"‘þ"‘Þ ¼ ð4:58' 0:03' 0:26Þ%:

(36)

For all these measurements, the first error is the statistical
uncertainty and the second is the systematic uncertainty.
Using a recent lattice QCD result, F ð1Þ ¼ 0:921'
0:013' 0:020 [11], we obtain the following value of jVcbj:

jVcbj ¼ 37:5' 0:2' 1:1' 1:0; (37)

where the third error is due to the theoretical uncertainty on
F ð1Þ. Our results (36) are compatible with the recent
measurements of these quantities by the BABAR experi-
ment [29–31] as well as with results reported by the
ALEPH [32], CLEO [33], DELPHI [34,35] and OPAL
[36] experiments. This paper supersedes our previous re-

sult [4], based on a subset of the data used in this analysis.
The results presented here give the most precise determi-
nation of the form factor parameters andF ð1ÞjVcbj to date.
A direct, model-independent determination of the form

factor shapes has also been carried out and is in good
agreement with the HQET-based form factor parameteri-
zation by Caprini et al. [3].
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FIG. 7 (color online). Results of the fit of the helicity functions (red crosses) compared to the prediction obtained by using the
parameters obtained by using the parameterization prescription by Caprini, Lellouch and Neubert (solid black line). The left plot shows
the results for GL

i , the right one for GT
i . Only the statistical errors are shown.
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the low-momentum range, measured using real data. The
second half is used to perform the analysis with a statisti-
cally independent sample. The results of the background
estimation shown in Table I are those obtained in the
samples used for the analysis. Both of the samples contain
about 120 000 signal events.

The sample used to investigate the efficiency of
low-momentum tracks is divided into a total of six bins
in p!s

. The bin borders of the first five are 50 MeV=c,
100 MeV=c, 125 MeV=c, 150 MeV=c, 175 MeV=c and
200 MeV=c. The region beyond 200 MeV=c defines the
sixth bin. By subtracting the background, we obtain an
estimate of the signal in data and form the ratio with the
signal in MC in each bin, fi ¼ Ndata

i =NMC
i .

The high momentum range is used as normalization, no
efficiency correction is applied there. In the lower momen-
tum bins we obtain the ratios "!s;i ¼ fi=fmax, which are

identical to the ratio of reconstruction efficiencies in the
bins i and the high momentum region, "!s;i ¼ #i=#max. We
calculate this set of ratios for the electron and muon modes
and form the weighted average, separately for each of the
four subsamples. These values are applied as weights when
filling the MC histograms to correct the reconstruction
efficiency.

Most systematic uncertainties cancel out in the ratios
"!s;i. Only the uncertainties in the various background
components give a small systematic contribution to the
uncertainty.

This procedure assumes that the distribution of events in
the p!s

spectrum is identical for data and MC. However,

one of the aims of the analysis is to measure the form factor
parameters that govern this distribution. Therefore, an
iterative procedure is adopted: we calculate one set of
corrections, apply them and perform the analysis to deter-
mine F ð1ÞjVcbj and the form factor parameters. We then
calculate a new set of corrections using these results and
repeat the analysis. The changes of the parameters during
this iterative procedure are small and vanish after the third
iteration. We assign an additional systematic uncertainty to
our results based on the stability of the corrections against
changes in the form factor parameters. As will be shown
in Table III, this is a negligibly small contribution.

C. Results of the fits and investigation of the
systematic uncertainties in the subsamples

After applying all analysis cuts and subtracting back-
grounds, a total of 123 427$ 636 signal events are used for
the analysis, divided into a total of four experimental
subsamples as mentioned above. The result of the fit to
these data is shown in Fig. 5 and Table II. The $2 per
degree of freedom, $2=n:d:f, of all fits is good. Table II also
gives the $2 probabilities or P values, P$2 .

To estimate the systematic uncertainties in these results,
we consider contributions from the following sources: un-
certainties in the background component normalizations,
uncertainty in theMC tracking efficiency, errors in theworld
average ofBðD%þ ! D0!þÞ andBðD0 ! K'!þÞ as well
as in the BðB ! D%%‘%Þ components [8], uncertainties
in the shape of the w distribution of B ! D%%‘% events
based on the LLSW model [23], uncertainties in the B0

FIG. 5 (color online). Result of the fit of the four kinematic variables in the subsample B. The electron and muon modes are added in
this plot. The points with error bars are continuum-subtracted on-resonance data. Where not shown, the uncertainties are smaller than
the black markers. The histograms are, top to bottom, the signal component, D%% background, signal correlated background,
uncorrelated background, fake ‘ component and fake D% component.
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the low-momentum range, measured using real data. The
second half is used to perform the analysis with a statisti-
cally independent sample. The results of the background
estimation shown in Table I are those obtained in the
samples used for the analysis. Both of the samples contain
about 120 000 signal events.

The sample used to investigate the efficiency of
low-momentum tracks is divided into a total of six bins
in p!s

. The bin borders of the first five are 50 MeV=c,
100 MeV=c, 125 MeV=c, 150 MeV=c, 175 MeV=c and
200 MeV=c. The region beyond 200 MeV=c defines the
sixth bin. By subtracting the background, we obtain an
estimate of the signal in data and form the ratio with the
signal in MC in each bin, fi ¼ Ndata

i =NMC
i .

The high momentum range is used as normalization, no
efficiency correction is applied there. In the lower momen-
tum bins we obtain the ratios "!s;i ¼ fi=fmax, which are

identical to the ratio of reconstruction efficiencies in the
bins i and the high momentum region, "!s;i ¼ #i=#max. We
calculate this set of ratios for the electron and muon modes
and form the weighted average, separately for each of the
four subsamples. These values are applied as weights when
filling the MC histograms to correct the reconstruction
efficiency.

Most systematic uncertainties cancel out in the ratios
"!s;i. Only the uncertainties in the various background
components give a small systematic contribution to the
uncertainty.

This procedure assumes that the distribution of events in
the p!s

spectrum is identical for data and MC. However,

one of the aims of the analysis is to measure the form factor
parameters that govern this distribution. Therefore, an
iterative procedure is adopted: we calculate one set of
corrections, apply them and perform the analysis to deter-
mine F ð1ÞjVcbj and the form factor parameters. We then
calculate a new set of corrections using these results and
repeat the analysis. The changes of the parameters during
this iterative procedure are small and vanish after the third
iteration. We assign an additional systematic uncertainty to
our results based on the stability of the corrections against
changes in the form factor parameters. As will be shown
in Table III, this is a negligibly small contribution.

C. Results of the fits and investigation of the
systematic uncertainties in the subsamples

After applying all analysis cuts and subtracting back-
grounds, a total of 123 427$ 636 signal events are used for
the analysis, divided into a total of four experimental
subsamples as mentioned above. The result of the fit to
these data is shown in Fig. 5 and Table II. The $2 per
degree of freedom, $2=n:d:f, of all fits is good. Table II also
gives the $2 probabilities or P values, P$2 .

To estimate the systematic uncertainties in these results,
we consider contributions from the following sources: un-
certainties in the background component normalizations,
uncertainty in theMC tracking efficiency, errors in theworld
average ofBðD%þ ! D0!þÞ andBðD0 ! K'!þÞ as well
as in the BðB ! D%%‘%Þ components [8], uncertainties
in the shape of the w distribution of B ! D%%‘% events
based on the LLSW model [23], uncertainties in the B0

FIG. 5 (color online). Result of the fit of the four kinematic variables in the subsample B. The electron and muon modes are added in
this plot. The points with error bars are continuum-subtracted on-resonance data. Where not shown, the uncertainties are smaller than
the black markers. The histograms are, top to bottom, the signal component, D%% background, signal correlated background,
uncorrelated background, fake ‘ component and fake D% component.
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B0 → D∗−�+ν� for |Vcb|
• based on full Belle sample

(L = 711 fb−1)

* untagged analysis
* cleanest mode only

D∗− → D̄0π−, D̄0 → K+π−

∼ 120K B0 → D∗−�+ν� evts.

• BF and form factors are obtained
from fits to
(w, cos θ�, cos θν ,χ)

where Gparam
i are the values obtained using the parameteri-

zation by Caprini, Lellouch, andNeubert,Gfit
i are the values

obtained by the unparameterized fit described above and
Cstat is the covariance matrix between the fit parameters,
which is also a result of the numerical minimization.
Evaluating this expression yields a !2=n:d:f ¼ 29:3=20,
P!2 ¼ 8:3%. This implies satisfactory agreement between

the extracted shapes of the longitudinal and transverse
components and the world average parameters.

VI. SUMMARYAND DISCUSSION

Using 711 fb"1 of data collected by the Belle experi-
ment, we have analyzed approximately 120 000 B0 !
D#"‘þ"‘ decays. A fit to four kinematic variables fully
characterizing these decays yields measurements of the
product of the form factor normalization and jVcbj,
F ð1ÞjVcbj, and of the parameters #2, R1ð1Þ and R2ð1Þ
that enter the HQET form factor parameterization of this
decay. We obtain

F ð1ÞjVcbj ¼ ð34:6' 0:2' 1:0Þ ( 10"3;

#2 ¼ 1:214' 0:034' 0:009;

R1ð1Þ ¼ 1:401' 0:034' 0:018;

R2ð1Þ ¼ 0:864' 0:024' 0:008;

BðB0 ! D#"‘þ"‘Þ ¼ ð4:58' 0:03' 0:26Þ%:

(36)

For all these measurements, the first error is the statistical
uncertainty and the second is the systematic uncertainty.
Using a recent lattice QCD result, F ð1Þ ¼ 0:921'
0:013' 0:020 [11], we obtain the following value of jVcbj:

jVcbj ¼ 37:5' 0:2' 1:1' 1:0; (37)

where the third error is due to the theoretical uncertainty on
F ð1Þ. Our results (36) are compatible with the recent
measurements of these quantities by the BABAR experi-
ment [29–31] as well as with results reported by the
ALEPH [32], CLEO [33], DELPHI [34,35] and OPAL
[36] experiments. This paper supersedes our previous re-

sult [4], based on a subset of the data used in this analysis.
The results presented here give the most precise determi-
nation of the form factor parameters andF ð1ÞjVcbj to date.
A direct, model-independent determination of the form

factor shapes has also been carried out and is in good
agreement with the HQET-based form factor parameteri-
zation by Caprini et al. [3].
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FIG. 7 (color online). Results of the fit of the helicity functions (red crosses) compared to the prediction obtained by using the
parameters obtained by using the parameterization prescription by Caprini, Lellouch and Neubert (solid black line). The left plot shows
the results for GL

i , the right one for GT
i . Only the statistical errors are shown.
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the low-momentum range, measured using real data. The
second half is used to perform the analysis with a statisti-
cally independent sample. The results of the background
estimation shown in Table I are those obtained in the
samples used for the analysis. Both of the samples contain
about 120 000 signal events.

The sample used to investigate the efficiency of
low-momentum tracks is divided into a total of six bins
in p!s

. The bin borders of the first five are 50 MeV=c,
100 MeV=c, 125 MeV=c, 150 MeV=c, 175 MeV=c and
200 MeV=c. The region beyond 200 MeV=c defines the
sixth bin. By subtracting the background, we obtain an
estimate of the signal in data and form the ratio with the
signal in MC in each bin, fi ¼ Ndata

i =NMC
i .

The high momentum range is used as normalization, no
efficiency correction is applied there. In the lower momen-
tum bins we obtain the ratios "!s;i ¼ fi=fmax, which are

identical to the ratio of reconstruction efficiencies in the
bins i and the high momentum region, "!s;i ¼ #i=#max. We
calculate this set of ratios for the electron and muon modes
and form the weighted average, separately for each of the
four subsamples. These values are applied as weights when
filling the MC histograms to correct the reconstruction
efficiency.

Most systematic uncertainties cancel out in the ratios
"!s;i. Only the uncertainties in the various background
components give a small systematic contribution to the
uncertainty.

This procedure assumes that the distribution of events in
the p!s

spectrum is identical for data and MC. However,

one of the aims of the analysis is to measure the form factor
parameters that govern this distribution. Therefore, an
iterative procedure is adopted: we calculate one set of
corrections, apply them and perform the analysis to deter-
mine F ð1ÞjVcbj and the form factor parameters. We then
calculate a new set of corrections using these results and
repeat the analysis. The changes of the parameters during
this iterative procedure are small and vanish after the third
iteration. We assign an additional systematic uncertainty to
our results based on the stability of the corrections against
changes in the form factor parameters. As will be shown
in Table III, this is a negligibly small contribution.

C. Results of the fits and investigation of the
systematic uncertainties in the subsamples

After applying all analysis cuts and subtracting back-
grounds, a total of 123 427$ 636 signal events are used for
the analysis, divided into a total of four experimental
subsamples as mentioned above. The result of the fit to
these data is shown in Fig. 5 and Table II. The $2 per
degree of freedom, $2=n:d:f, of all fits is good. Table II also
gives the $2 probabilities or P values, P$2 .

To estimate the systematic uncertainties in these results,
we consider contributions from the following sources: un-
certainties in the background component normalizations,
uncertainty in theMC tracking efficiency, errors in theworld
average ofBðD%þ ! D0!þÞ andBðD0 ! K'!þÞ as well
as in the BðB ! D%%‘%Þ components [8], uncertainties
in the shape of the w distribution of B ! D%%‘% events
based on the LLSW model [23], uncertainties in the B0

FIG. 5 (color online). Result of the fit of the four kinematic variables in the subsample B. The electron and muon modes are added in
this plot. The points with error bars are continuum-subtracted on-resonance data. Where not shown, the uncertainties are smaller than
the black markers. The histograms are, top to bottom, the signal component, D%% background, signal correlated background,
uncorrelated background, fake ‘ component and fake D% component.
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repeat the analysis. The changes of the parameters during
this iterative procedure are small and vanish after the third
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our results based on the stability of the corrections against
changes in the form factor parameters. As will be shown
in Table III, this is a negligibly small contribution.

C. Results of the fits and investigation of the
systematic uncertainties in the subsamples

After applying all analysis cuts and subtracting back-
grounds, a total of 123 427$ 636 signal events are used for
the analysis, divided into a total of four experimental
subsamples as mentioned above. The result of the fit to
these data is shown in Fig. 5 and Table II. The $2 per
degree of freedom, $2=n:d:f, of all fits is good. Table II also
gives the $2 probabilities or P values, P$2 .

To estimate the systematic uncertainties in these results,
we consider contributions from the following sources: un-
certainties in the background component normalizations,
uncertainty in theMC tracking efficiency, errors in theworld
average ofBðD%þ ! D0!þÞ andBðD0 ! K'!þÞ as well
as in the BðB ! D%%‘%Þ components [8], uncertainties
in the shape of the w distribution of B ! D%%‘% events
based on the LLSW model [23], uncertainties in the B0

FIG. 5 (color online). Result of the fit of the four kinematic variables in the subsample B. The electron and muon modes are added in
this plot. The points with error bars are continuum-subtracted on-resonance data. Where not shown, the uncertainties are smaller than
the black markers. The histograms are, top to bottom, the signal component, D%% background, signal correlated background,
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B0 → D∗−�+ν� for |Vcb|
• based on full Belle sample

(L = 711 fb−1)

* untagged analysis
* cleanest mode only

D∗− → D̄0π−, D̄0 → K+π−

∼ 120K B0 → D∗−�+ν� evts.

• BF and form factors are obtained
from fits to
(w, cos θ�, cos θν ,χ)

where Gparam
i are the values obtained using the parameteri-

zation by Caprini, Lellouch, andNeubert,Gfit
i are the values

obtained by the unparameterized fit described above and
Cstat is the covariance matrix between the fit parameters,
which is also a result of the numerical minimization.
Evaluating this expression yields a !2=n:d:f ¼ 29:3=20,
P!2 ¼ 8:3%. This implies satisfactory agreement between

the extracted shapes of the longitudinal and transverse
components and the world average parameters.

VI. SUMMARYAND DISCUSSION

Using 711 fb"1 of data collected by the Belle experi-
ment, we have analyzed approximately 120 000 B0 !
D#"‘þ"‘ decays. A fit to four kinematic variables fully
characterizing these decays yields measurements of the
product of the form factor normalization and jVcbj,
F ð1ÞjVcbj, and of the parameters #2, R1ð1Þ and R2ð1Þ
that enter the HQET form factor parameterization of this
decay. We obtain

F ð1ÞjVcbj ¼ ð34:6' 0:2' 1:0Þ ( 10"3;

#2 ¼ 1:214' 0:034' 0:009;

R1ð1Þ ¼ 1:401' 0:034' 0:018;

R2ð1Þ ¼ 0:864' 0:024' 0:008;

BðB0 ! D#"‘þ"‘Þ ¼ ð4:58' 0:03' 0:26Þ%:

(36)

For all these measurements, the first error is the statistical
uncertainty and the second is the systematic uncertainty.
Using a recent lattice QCD result, F ð1Þ ¼ 0:921'
0:013' 0:020 [11], we obtain the following value of jVcbj:

jVcbj ¼ 37:5' 0:2' 1:1' 1:0; (37)

where the third error is due to the theoretical uncertainty on
F ð1Þ. Our results (36) are compatible with the recent
measurements of these quantities by the BABAR experi-
ment [29–31] as well as with results reported by the
ALEPH [32], CLEO [33], DELPHI [34,35] and OPAL
[36] experiments. This paper supersedes our previous re-

sult [4], based on a subset of the data used in this analysis.
The results presented here give the most precise determi-
nation of the form factor parameters andF ð1ÞjVcbj to date.
A direct, model-independent determination of the form

factor shapes has also been carried out and is in good
agreement with the HQET-based form factor parameteri-
zation by Caprini et al. [3].
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the low-momentum range, measured using real data. The
second half is used to perform the analysis with a statisti-
cally independent sample. The results of the background
estimation shown in Table I are those obtained in the
samples used for the analysis. Both of the samples contain
about 120 000 signal events.

The sample used to investigate the efficiency of
low-momentum tracks is divided into a total of six bins
in p!s

. The bin borders of the first five are 50 MeV=c,
100 MeV=c, 125 MeV=c, 150 MeV=c, 175 MeV=c and
200 MeV=c. The region beyond 200 MeV=c defines the
sixth bin. By subtracting the background, we obtain an
estimate of the signal in data and form the ratio with the
signal in MC in each bin, fi ¼ Ndata

i =NMC
i .

The high momentum range is used as normalization, no
efficiency correction is applied there. In the lower momen-
tum bins we obtain the ratios "!s;i ¼ fi=fmax, which are

identical to the ratio of reconstruction efficiencies in the
bins i and the high momentum region, "!s;i ¼ #i=#max. We
calculate this set of ratios for the electron and muon modes
and form the weighted average, separately for each of the
four subsamples. These values are applied as weights when
filling the MC histograms to correct the reconstruction
efficiency.

Most systematic uncertainties cancel out in the ratios
"!s;i. Only the uncertainties in the various background
components give a small systematic contribution to the
uncertainty.

This procedure assumes that the distribution of events in
the p!s

spectrum is identical for data and MC. However,

one of the aims of the analysis is to measure the form factor
parameters that govern this distribution. Therefore, an
iterative procedure is adopted: we calculate one set of
corrections, apply them and perform the analysis to deter-
mine F ð1ÞjVcbj and the form factor parameters. We then
calculate a new set of corrections using these results and
repeat the analysis. The changes of the parameters during
this iterative procedure are small and vanish after the third
iteration. We assign an additional systematic uncertainty to
our results based on the stability of the corrections against
changes in the form factor parameters. As will be shown
in Table III, this is a negligibly small contribution.

C. Results of the fits and investigation of the
systematic uncertainties in the subsamples

After applying all analysis cuts and subtracting back-
grounds, a total of 123 427$ 636 signal events are used for
the analysis, divided into a total of four experimental
subsamples as mentioned above. The result of the fit to
these data is shown in Fig. 5 and Table II. The $2 per
degree of freedom, $2=n:d:f, of all fits is good. Table II also
gives the $2 probabilities or P values, P$2 .

To estimate the systematic uncertainties in these results,
we consider contributions from the following sources: un-
certainties in the background component normalizations,
uncertainty in theMC tracking efficiency, errors in theworld
average ofBðD%þ ! D0!þÞ andBðD0 ! K'!þÞ as well
as in the BðB ! D%%‘%Þ components [8], uncertainties
in the shape of the w distribution of B ! D%%‘% events
based on the LLSW model [23], uncertainties in the B0

FIG. 5 (color online). Result of the fit of the four kinematic variables in the subsample B. The electron and muon modes are added in
this plot. The points with error bars are continuum-subtracted on-resonance data. Where not shown, the uncertainties are smaller than
the black markers. The histograms are, top to bottom, the signal component, D%% background, signal correlated background,
uncorrelated background, fake ‘ component and fake D% component.
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|Vcb| from exclusive B decays
• world average

]-3|  [10cb |V×F(1) 
25 30 35 40 45

]-3|  [10cb |V×F(1) 
25 30 35 40 45

ALEPH (excl)
  1.3±  1.7 ±31.0 

CLEO
  1.7±  1.3 ±39.9 

OPAL (excl) 
  1.5±  1.6 ±36.6 

OPAL (partial reco) 
  2.4±  1.2 ±37.2 

DELPHI (partial reco) 
  2.3±  1.4 ±35.4 

BELLE (excl)
  1.0±  0.2 ±34.3 

DELPHI (excl) 
  1.9±  1.8 ±36.1 

BABAR (excl)
  1.1±  0.3 ±34.0 

BABAR (D*0)
  1.4±  0.8 ±35.1 

BABAR (Global Fit)
  1.2±  0.2 ±35.7 

Average 
  0.5±36.0 

HFAG
End of 2009

/dof = 38.7/23 (CL =   2 %)2χ

) [%]ν + l* - D→ 0B(B
2 4 6

) [%]ν + l* - D→ 0B(B
2 4 6

ALEPH (excl)
 0.19± 0.24 ±5.29 

OPAL (excl)
 0.37± 0.19 ±5.10 

CLEO
 0.19± 0.18 ±5.65 

OPAL (partial reco)
 0.42± 0.26 ±5.52 

DELPHI (partial reco)
 0.17± 0.15 ±4.93 

BELLE (excl)
 0.25± 0.03 ±4.40 

DELPHI (excl) 
 0.33± 0.18 ±5.41 

BABAR (excl)
 0.30± 0.04 ±4.59 

BABAR (tagged)
 0.25± 0.16 ±5.40 

Average
 0.12±5.05 

HFAG
End of 2009

/dof = 16.6/ 9 (CL =   6 %)2χ

• on-going effort – looking for the missing pieces

B → D(∗)
s K�+ν�
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Exclusive vs. Inclusive

27

> 2σ difference!

 (GeV)bm
4.55 4.6 4.65 4.7
|

cb
|V
0.04
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  l c  X
 s + X l c  X

HFAG
End of 2009

|V
cb
|=

(4
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±
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)
×
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−
3



|Vub| from exclusive B decays
• a tension?

* In the UT, |Vub| and sin 2φ1
constrains each other.

* ∃ slight tension b/w excl. & incl.
determ’n of |Vub|

• With exclusive B → Xu�+ν�,
|Vub| can be extracted from the
differential decay rate

dΓ(B → π�+ν�)

dq2 =
G2

F|Vub|2

24π3 |pπ|3|f+(q2)|2

Theory input is needed to determine
form factor f+(q2).

• statistics is still important as we
have various exclusive
approaches at varying degree of
efficiency vs. purity
e.g. untagged, SL-tagged,
full-recon-tagged, etc.
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B0 → π−�+ν� for |Vub|

• based on L = 605 fb−1

* uses q̃2 ≡ �q2�
over B direction ambiguity

* extracts yield by fitting (∆E,Mbc)

B0 → π−�+ν untagged
! A charged pion and a lepton as a signal side

! missing 3 momentum

�pmiss ≡ −
�

i

�pi

! neutrino 4 momentum

pν = (| �pmiss|, �pmiss)

! Momentum transfer, q2

q2 = (p� + pν)
2 = (pB − pπ)2,

averaged over B direction ambiguity

! Estimate B yield by fitting distributions,

mbc =

�
E2
beam
−
��� �pπ + �p� + �pν

���2

∆E = Ebeam − (Eπ + E� + Eν)
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! mbc and ∆E distributions fitted with MC template
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B0 → π−�+ν� for |Vub|
efficiency as a function of q2

3. Branching fraction (1) : Unfolding and efficiencies

The partial branching fraction, ∆B is defined as

∆Bi =
D−1Yi

0.5 × 2× 2× nBB× effi.

D : response matrix (13 × 13)
Yi : signal(e+µ) yield of i-th q2 bin,
where i = 0,1,2,..,13-th q2 bins.

The signal yields are unfolded from direct inversion of the detector response matrix
(unregularization).

q2 bin (GeV2/c4) efficiency (%)
0 - 2 7.66± 0.04
2 - 4 9.35± 0.05
4 - 6 10.44± 0.05
6 - 8 11.13± 0.05
8 - 10 10.89± 0.05
10 - 12 11.89± 0.05
12 - 14 11.78± 0.05
14 - 16 12.50± 0.06
16 - 18 10.33± 0.05
18 - 20 10.47± 0.05
20 - 22 11.74± 0.06
22 - 24 12.63± 0.07
24 - 14.98± 0.11

Table: The signal
efficiencies for 13 q2 bins.
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Figure: The signal efficiencies for 13 q2 bins.
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26.4 GeV2/c2 (the bin width is 2 GeV2/c2, except for
the last bin). The value of q2 is calculated as the square
of the difference between the 4-momenta of the B meson
and that of the pion. As the B direction is only kinemati-
cally constrained to lie on a cone around the Y direction,
we take a weighted average over four different possible
configurations of the B direction [26]. Background is fur-
ther suppressed by applying selection criteria as a func-
tion of q2 to the following quantities: the angle between
the thrust axis of the Y system and the thrust axis of
the rest of the event; the angle of the missing momentum
with respect to the beam axis; the helicity angle of the
�ν system [27]; and the missing mass squared of the event,
M2

miss = E2
miss− �p 2

miss. The helicity angle is the angle be-
tween the lepton direction and the direction opposite to
the B meson in the �ν rest frame. These selections are
optimized separately in each bin of q2 by maximizing the
figure-of-merit S/

�
(S +B), where S (B) is the expected

number of signal (background) events.
The fraction of events that have multiple candidates

is 66%. To remove multiple signal candidates in a single
event, the candidate with the smallest �ν helicity angle is
selected. After imposing all selections described above,
the reconstruction efficiency for signal ranges from 7.7%
to 15.0% over the entire q2 range. The fraction of the
self-cross-feed component, in which one or more of the
signal tracks are not correctly reconstructed, is 3.5%.
The signal yield is determined by performing a two-

dimensional, binned maximum likelihood fit to the
(Mbc,∆E) plane in 13 bins of q2 [28]. Background con-
tributions from b → u�ν, b → c�ν and non-BB̄ con-
tinuum are considered in the fit. Probability density
functions (PDFs) corresponding to these fit components
are obtained from MC simulations. To reduce the num-
ber of free parameters, the q2 bins of the background
components are grouped into coarser bins: four bins for
b → u�ν, and three bins for b → c�ν. The choice of the
binning was chosen from the total statistical error, num-
ber of parameters to fit, and the complexity of the fits.
The q2 distribution of the continuum MC [29] simulation
is reweighted to match the corresponding distribution in
off-resonance data. For this procedure, a continuum MC
sample about 60 times the integrated luminosity of the
off-resonance data is used. The continuum normaliza-
tion is fixed to the scaled number of off-resonance events,
52928 events. Including signal yields in each q2 bin, there
are 20 free parameters in the fit.
We obtain 21486 ± 548 signal events, 52543 ± 1148

b → u�ν events, and 161829± 976 b → c�ν background
events. These yields agree well with the expectations
from MC simulation studies. The χ2/n.d.f. of the fit is
2962/3308. The projections of the fit result in ∆E and
Mbc are shown in Fig. 1 for the regions q2 < 16 GeV2/c2

and q2 > 16 GeV2/c2. Bin-to-bin migrations due to
q2 resolution are corrected by applying the inverse detec-
tor response matrix [30] to the measured partial yields.

The partial branching fractions ∆B are calculated us-
ing the signal efficiencies obtained from MC simulation.
The total branching fraction B is the sum of partial
branching fractions taking into account correlations when
calculating the errors. We find B(B0 → π−�+ν) =
(1.49± 0.04(stat)± 0.07(syst))× 10−4, where the first er-
ror is statistical and the second error is systematic. This
result is significantly more precise than our previous mea-
surement [13] with B → D(∗)�+ν tags on a 253 fb−1 data
sample.

To estimate the systematic uncertainties on ∆B, we
include the following contributions: the uncertainties in
lepton and pion identification, the charged particle re-
construction, the photon detection efficiency, and the re-
quirement on the χ2 probability of the vertex fit, which
is estimated by comparing results with and without this
requirement. The results are summarized as detector ef-
fects in Table I. They depend weakly on q2 and amount
to 3.4% for the entire q2 range. We vary the branching
fractions of the decays contributing to the b → u�ν and
b → c�ν backgrounds within ±1 standard deviation of
their world-average values [31] and assign an uncertainty
of 0.6% to the total yield. We further consider form fac-
tor uncertainties in the decays B0 → π−�+ν [14], B0 →
ρ−�+ν [6, 32], B0 → D−�+ν and B0 → D∗−�+ν [33],
and uncertainties in the shape function parameters of
the inclusive b → u�ν model [34]. These uncertainties
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FIG. 2: Distribution of the partial branching fraction as

a function of q2 after unfolding (closed circles). The er-

ror bars show the statistical and the total uncertainty on

the data. The curve is the result of a fit of the BK form

factor parameterization [35] to our data. The four his-

tograms (dashed:ISGW2; plain:HPQCD; dotted:FNAL; dot-

dashed:LCSR) show various form factor predictions.

• dΓ/dq2 for unfolded q2

Models are tested by the shape – ISGW2 is disfavored

B(B0 → π−�+ν�) = (1.49 ± 0.04 ± 0.07)× 10−4

• What about |Vub|?
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|Vub| from B0 → π−�+ν�
• Model-dependent: |Vub| =

�
∆B(q2)/τB0∆ζ

6

TABLE II: Values extracted for |Vub| using different form fac-
tor predictions. The first error on |Vub| is the experimental
error including statistical, systematic uncertainties and the
uncertainty in the B0 lifetime [31], the last asymmetric er-
rors arise from the uncertainty in ∆ζ.

f+(q2) q2 (GeV2/c2) ∆ζ (ps−1) |Vub| (10−3)

HPQCD [4] > 16 2.07± 0.57 3.55 ± 0.13+0.62
−0.41

FNAL [5] > 16 1.83± 0.50 3.78 ± 0.14+0.65
−0.43

LCSR [6] < 16 5.44± 1.43 3.64 ± 0.11+0.60
−0.40

measured in data, and an 8% uncertainty from theoreti-
cal normalization. The experimental and the total errors
are compatible with the previous results in Ref. [9, 11].

Alternatively, |Vub| can be determined from the mea-
sured partial branching fraction using the relation |Vub| =�
∆B/(τB0∆ζ), where τB0 is the B0 lifetime [31] and

∆ζ is the normalized partial decay width derived in dif-
ferent theoretical approaches [4–6]. These calculations
typically assume a specific parameterization of the form
factor shape. Values of |Vub| for different form factor pre-
dictions are given in Table II.

In summary, using 657×106 BB̄ events of Belle
Υ(4S) data we measure the partial branching fractions
of the decay B0 → π−�+ν in 13 bins of q2. The to-
tal branching fraction is found to be (1.49± 0.04(stat)±
0.07(syst)) × 10−4. A combined fit of experimental and
FNAL/MILC lattice QCD results [9], yields a new pre-
cise determination of |Vub| from this decay, |Vub| =
(3.43 ± 0.33) × 10−3. Determinations using only a frac-
tion of the phase space lead to less precise but sta-
tistically compatible numbers for |Vub|: using a LCSR
calculation for the region q2 < 16 GeV2/c2 [6] yields
(3.64± 0.06(stat)± 0.09(syst)+0.60

−0.40(FF))× 10−3. Assum-
ing the HPQCD [5] and the FNAL [4] lattice QCD cal-
culations, sensitive to the region q2 > 16 GeV2/c2, we
obtain (3.55 ± 0.09(stat) ± 0.09(syst)+0.62

−0.41(FF)) × 10−3

and (3.78± 0.10(stat)± 0.10(syst)+0.65
−0.43(FF))× 10−3, re-

spectively.
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|Vub| = (3.43 ± 0.33)× 10−3
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TABLE I: Values of ∆B(q2) and relative uncertainties (%). The uncertainties in MC input parameters are given separately for

branching fractions (BF) and form factors (FF).

q2(GeV
2/c2) 0 - 6 6 - 12 12 - 18 18 - 26.4 0 - 16 16 - 26.4 Total

∆B (× 10
7
) 391.19 434.25 389.47 279.18 1096.34 397.75 1494.09

Detector effects 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.4

Physics parameters (BF) 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6

Physics parameters (FF) 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.8 1.3 1.8 1.1

Continuum correction 4.4 2.3 3.4 2.3 2.1 2.6 1.8

Other sources 2.1 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.1 2.3 2.0

Total statistical error 5.3 3.9 4.8 6.1 3.0 5.3 2.6

Total error 8.2 6.5 7.5 8.1 5.7 7.5 5.2

correspond to a 1.1% error on B(B0 → π−�+ν). The
uncertainty in the correction of the continuum MC is
estimated by varying its weights by their statistical un-
certainties. The other sources of systematic uncertainty
in Table I include the uncertainty in the Υ(4S) → B0B̄0

branching fraction [31], limited MC statistics, the effect
of final state radiation, which is estimated by investigat-
ing MC samples with and without bremsstrahlung cor-
rections calculated using the PHOTOS package, and the
uncertainty in the number of BB̄ pairs in the data sam-
ple. For values of ∆B in individual q2 bins, a breakdown
of the systematic uncertainties is presented in Table V
and the statistical and systematic correlations is given in
Table III and Table IV.

We fit the ∆B distribution using the two-parameter
BK parameterization [35] of f+(q2), taking into account
statistical and systematic correlations. The result is
shown in Fig. 2. Although this parameterization has
been criticized [36], we present the fit result in order to di-
rectly compare with other existing results [10]. We obtain
|Vub|f+(0) = (9.24± 0.18(stat)± 0.21(syst))× 10−4 and
α = 0.60± 0.03(stat) ± 0.02(syst), where α is a positive
constant that scales with mB [35]. The χ2 probability
of the fit is 62%. We also calculate the χ2 probabilities
of different theoretical form factor predictions with our
binned data. We obtain probabilities of 42% and 43%
for the HPQCD [4] and the FNAL [5] lattice QCD cal-
culations, respectively, and 49% for the LCSR theory [6].
The ISGW2 quark model [7], for which the probability is
2.3×10−6, is incompatible with the experimental data.

As described in Ref. [9], the CKM matrix element |Vub|
can be extracted from a simultaneous fit to experimental
and lattice QCD results (from the FNAL/MILC Collabo-
ration [9]), taking into account statistical and systematic
correlations. To this end, the q2 variable is transformed
to a dimensionless variable z [8, 36]. In addition, the two
functions, P+ and φ+ are taken from Ref. [37], where P+

is a function that accounts for the pole at q2 = m2
B∗ and

φ+ is an analytic function that controls the values of the
ai series coefficients. In terms of the new variable z, the

product of the form factor f+(q2) and the functions P+

and φ+ has the simple form,
�∞

i=0 aiz
i. We fit the lattice

QCD results and experimental data with a third-order
polynomial where the free parameters of the fit are the
coefficients ai and the relative normalization between lat-
tice QCD results and experimental results, which is |Vub|.
The resulting experimental data (which are scaled by the
fitted |Vub| value) and the lattice QCD results are shown
in Fig. 3. We obtain |Vub| = (3.43 ± 0.33)× 10−3, a0 =
0.022± 0.002, a1 = −0.032± 0.004, a2 = −0.080± 0.020
and a3 = 0.081± 0.066, where the χ2/n.d.f. of the fit is
approximately 12/20. Statistically, we find no significant
difference in the fitted value of |Vub| using second- and
fourth-order polynomial fits. Note that the error in |Vub|
includes both experimental and theoretical uncertainties.
We find that the error includes a 3% contribution from
the branching fraction measurement, a 4% from q2 shape
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FIG. 3: |Vub| extraction from a simultaneous fit of exper-

imental (closed circles) and FNAL/MILC lattice QCD re-

sults (open circles) [9]. The error for each experimental data

point is the total experimental uncertainty. The smaller error

bars of the lattice QCD results are statistical only while the

larger ones also include systematic uncertainties.
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|Vub| summary
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! Significant improvements in techniques for |Vub | extraction in recent 
years, but long-standing discrepancy between inclusive and exclusive 
determinations persists  
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• Significant improvements in recent years

• But some discrepancy b/w inclusive and exclusive measurements persists
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UT:  current status



Rare B decays for New Physics

• SM is a very good approx. for reality

i.e. ANature � ASM for most processes

• Need to look where ASM is small, in order to be sensitive to NP

e.g. b → s penguins

• Compare ANature with ASM, then

Find new physics or learn new lessons!

• In particular, we will focus on:

* charged Higgs

* EWP and related

* exotic decays
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B
+ → �+ν�

Γ(B+ → �+ν�) =
G

2
F
mBm

2
�

8π

�
1 −

m
2
�

m
2
B

�2

f
2
B
|Vub|2

• very clean place to measure fB (or Vub?)
and/or search for new physics (e.g. H

+, LQ)
• but, helicity-suppressed:

Γ(B+ → e
+νe) � Γ(B+ → µ+νµ) � Γ(B+ → τ+ντ )

• First evidnce for B
+ → τ+ντ by Belle PRL 97, 251802 (2006)

using hadronic tagging (“Full reconstruction”)
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B+ → τ+ντ by semileptonic tagging

with D0 → K0
Lπ0, K0

LK0
L and so on (+4.2

−8.4)%, as well as uncertainties in the background from
rare B decays and τ pair events (3.8%) are also taken into account. We take a 11.6% error
as the systematic error associated with the tag reconstruction efficiency from the difference
of yields between data and MC for the control sample. This value includes the error in the
branching fraction B(B− → D∗0�−ν̄), which we estimate from B(B0 → D∗−�+ν) in Ref. [14]
and isospin symmetry. The systematic error in the signal efficiencies arises from the un-
certainty in tracking efficiency (1.0%), particle identification efficiency (1.3%), branching
fractions of τ decays (0.4%), and MC statistics (0.9%). The systematic error due to the
uncertainty in NB+B− is 1.4%. The total fractional systematic uncertainty is +21

−22%, and the
branching fraction is

B(B− → τ−ν̄τ ) = (1.65+0.38
−0.37(stat)+0.35

−0.37(syst))× 10−4. (3)

The significance of the observed signal is evaluated by Σ =
�
−2 ln(L0/Lmax) where Lmax
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FIG. 2: EECL distribution of semileptonic tagged events with the fit result for (a) all τ decay modes
combined, (b) τ− → e−νeντ , (c) τ− → µ−νµντ and (d) τ− → π−ντ . The points with error bars
are data. The hatched histogram and solid open histogram are the background and the signal,
respectively.

8

all combined τ → eνν̄

τ → µνν̄ τ → πν

• tagged by B+ → D(∗)
�+ν�

- statistically independent from
hadronic tagging analysis

• signal side

- Use 1-prong τ− modes: �−ν̄ν, π−ν
- EECL to extract Nsig

• Significance: 3.6σ incl. syst. err.

B(B+ → τ+ντ ) = (1.54+0.38
−0.37

+0.29
−0.31)× 10−4

fB|Vub| = (9.3+1.2
−1.1 ± 0.9)× 10−4 GeV

Decay Mode Signal Yield ε (10−4) B (10−4)

τ− → e−νν̄τ 73+23
−22 5.9 1.90+0.59

−0.57
+0.33
−0.35

τ− → µ−νν̄τ 12+18
−17 3.7 0.50+0.76

−0.72
+0.18
−0.21

τ− → π−ντ 55+21
−20 4.7 1.80+0.69

−0.66
+0.36
−0.37

Combined 146+36
−35 14.3 1.54+0.38

−0.37
+0.29
−0.31
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B
+ → τ+ντ constraint on H

+Constraint on Charged Higgs

!"##"
$ %&'()*+,-.&/-01123!!4-5-
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Type-II 2HDM 

95%CL excluded

Constraint on charged Higgs

Based on fB from HPQCD and |Vub| from 
HFAG (BLNP, ICHEP08)
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from a slide by T. Iijima for TAU2010
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The “B+ → τ+ντ puzzle”

the shape of the correlation is given by the ratio BR(B → τν)/∆md:

BR(B → τν)

∆md
=

3π

4

m2
τ

m2
WS(xt)

�
1 −

m2
τ

m2
B

�2

τB+
1

BBd

1

|Vud|2

�
sinβ
sinγ

�2

where BBd
= 1.29± 0.06± 0.08 is the only source of theoretical uncertainty

alternatively one can take the above formula as a pure experimental prediction for the bag
parameter BBd

dBB
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Summer 10

CKM
f i t t e r dBBPrediction for 

Lattice value
 

here the discrepancy is also 2.9σ (taking only ∆md, α, β, γ as inputs), dominated by the
experimental errors
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B → D
(∗)
τ+ντ

• missing piece of B semileptonic decays

• good features

- due to heavy mτ , sensitive to H
+

- B(B → D
(∗)

τ+ντ ) � B(B+ → τ+ντ )
- access to more dynamical info. through
τ polarization

• but, very difficult for analysis

- multiple ν ’s
- large background from B → DX�+ν

• B → D
(∗)

τ+ντ depends on form-factor

- but, it can be deduced from
B
+ → D

(∗)
�+ν�

• First observed by Belle (2007)
B(B0 → D

∗−τ+ντ ) = (2.02+0.40
−0.37 ± 0.37)%

3

(SM) B(B → D
∗
τ+ντ ) ≈ 1.4%, B(B → Dτ+ντ ) ≈ 0.7%
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B → D(∗)
τ+ντ

• New measurements by Belle (2010)
B+ → D̄(∗)0τ+ντ

* First evidence for D̄0 mode
* different EM final-state

contributions expected for B0

and B+

* loose “full recon”; same as used
for 2007 discovery

* simultaneous extraction of
D̄(∗)0τ+ντ yields by 2D-fit on
(Mtag, pD)

446þ58
"56 B

þ ! !D#0!þ"! events and 146þ42
"41 B

þ ! !D0!þ"!

events. The statistical significances, defined as " ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
"2 lnðL0=LmaxÞ

p
, correspond to 8.8 and 3.6 standard de-

viations (#), respectively. Here Lmax denotes the maxi-
mum likelihood value andL0 is the likelihood for the zero
signal hypothesis, when other signal components are al-
lowed to float. The fitted yields of combinatorial back-
ground in the individual submodes are consistent within
statistical uncertainties with the MC-based expectations.
The fit results are summarized in Table I. The fit projec-
tions in Mtag and PD0 are shown in Fig. 1.

As a cross-check, we extract the signal yields from
an extended unbinned maximum likelihood fit to one-
dimensional distributions in Mtag and obtain consistent
results with the two-dimensional fit. We also examine the
distributions of variables used in the signal selection,
applying all requirements except those that are related to
the considered variable. In all cases the distributions are
well reproduced by the sum of signal and background
components with normalizations fixed from the fit to the
ðMtag; PD0Þ distribution.

The systematic uncertainties in the branching fractions
are summarized in Table II. They include uncertainties in
the total number of B !B pairs, the effective efficienciesP

k$kBk, and the signal-yield extractions. The systematic
uncertainties associated with the effective efficiencies
include errors in determination of the efficiencies for Btag

reconstruction and ( !Dð#Þ0dþ! ) pair selection, coming from
efficiencies of tracking, neutral particle reconstruction,
particle identification, and from imperfect modeling of
real processes. The uncertainty in the Btag and part of the
Bsig reconstruction efficiency is evaluated from data con-
trol samples with Bþ ! !D#0%þ and Bþ ! !D0%þ decays
on the signal side. The absolute normalizations of the data
and MC control samples agree to within 13%. The differ-
ence, as well as uncertainties in the relative amounts of
D#0 "D0 cross feeds' 1% are included in the systematic
uncertainty of Btag and Bsig reconstruction. The latter are
evaluated from the sidebands of the #E distributions in the
Bþ ! !D#ð0Þ%þ control samples. The remaining uncertain-
ties in the lepton identification and signal selection are
estimated separately. The latter are determined by com-
paring MC and data distributions in the variables used
for signal selection. The uncertainties due to the partial
branching fractionsBk are taken from the errors quoted by
the PDG [6].
The systematic uncertainties in the signal yield originate

from the background evaluation and from the PDF parame-
trizations of the signal and background components. The
resulting error is evaluated from changes in the signal
yields obtained from fits where the PDF parameters and
the relative contributions of the background components
are varied by (1#.
All of the above sources of systematic uncertainties are

combined together taking into account correlations be-
tween different decay chains. The combined systematic
uncertainty is 13.9% for the Bþ ! !D#0!þ"! mode and
15.2% for Bþ ! !D0!þ"!.
We include the effect of systematic uncertainties in the

signal yields on the significances of the observed signals by
convolving the likelihood function from the fit with a
Gaussian systematic error distribution. The significances
of the observed signals after including systematic uncer-
tainties are 8:1# and 3:5# for the Bþ ! !D#0!þ"! and
Bþ ! !D0!þ"! modes, respectively.
In conclusion, in a sample of 657) 106 B !B pairs

we measure branching fractions BðBþ ! !D#0!þ"!Þ ¼
ð2:12þ0:28

"0:27ðstatÞ ( 0:29ðsystÞÞ%, and BðBþ ! !D0!þ"!Þ ¼
ð0:77( 0:22ðstatÞ ( 0:12ðsystÞÞ%, which are consistent
within experimental uncertainties with SM expectations
[4]. The result on Bþ ! !D0!þ"! is the first evidence for
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FIG. 1 (color online). The fit projections to Mtag, and PD0 for
Mtag > 5:26 GeV=c2 (a),(b) for !D#0!þ"!, (c),(d) for !D0!þ"!.

The black curves show the result of the fits. The solid dashed
curves represent the background and the dashed dotted ones
show the combinatorial component. The dot-long-dashed and
dot-short-dashed curves represent, respectively, the signal con-
tributions from Bþ ! !D#0!þ"! and Bþ ! !D0!þ"!. The histo-
grams represent the MC-predicted background.

TABLE II. Summary of the systematic uncertainties.

Source !D#0!þ"!
!D0!þ"!

NB !B (1:4% (1:4%
Reconstruction of Btag and Bsig (12:9% (12:8%
Lepton id and signal selection þ1:5

"1:6%
þ4:4
"4:5%

Shape of the signal PDFs (2:5% (6:0%
Comb. and peaking backgrounds (3:3% (2:7%
Fitting procedure (0:8% (1:5%

Total (13:9% (15:2%

OBSERVATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 82, 072005 (2010)

072005-5

B(B+ → D̄∗0τ+ντ ) = (2.12+0.28
−0.27 ± 0.29)%

B(B+ → D̄0τ+ντ ) = (0.77 ± 0.22 ± 0.12)%
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B → D(∗)
τ+ντ summaryB D(*) Summary

17

B D(*) Summary
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PRL 99, 191807 (2007)
PRD 82, 072005 (2010)
arXiv: 0910.4301

PRL 100, 021801 (2008)
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B → D
(∗)
τ+ντ constraint on H

+
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FIG. 1: The branching-fraction ratioR = B(B̄ → Dτ−ν̄τ )/B(B̄ → D�−ν̄�) as a function of tβ/mH± .

The dark shaded (magenta) band represents the theoretical prediction including the uncertainties

due to ρ21 and a. The light shaded (light blue) horizontal regions show the present experimental

bounds at 1σ and 2σ.

where Γ� = Γ−|mτ=0 is the decay rate of B̄ → D�ν̄. We expect that several uncertainties

(both theoretical and experimental) tend to cancel by taking the ratio of the decay rates.

In particular, the uncertainty in |Vcb|V1(1) disappears in the theoretical calculation. The

branching-fraction ratio defined in Eq. (4) is given by R = R+ +R−.

In Fig. 1, we show the branching-fraction ratio R as a function of tβ/mH± , the control

parameter of the charged Higgs effect. Hereafter, we take tβ to be real and positive. The

dark shaded (magenta) band represents the theoretical prediction with the uncertainties in

ρ21 and a. The present experimental bounds corresponding to Eq. (4) are also shown in the

figure by the light shaded (light blue) horizontal regions. A few comments are in order:

1. The SM prediction is R|SM = 0.302 ± 0.015, which does not contradict with those in

the literature [18, 20].

2. The present experimental result is consistent with the SM, but it seems slightly larger

11

M. Tanaka & R. Watanabe, arXiv:1005.4306

Combining Belle and BaBar,

R = B(B → Dτν)/B(B → D�ν) = 0.40 ± 0.08
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due to ρ21 and a. The light shaded (light blue) horizontal regions show the present experimental

bounds at 1σ and 2σ.

where Γ� = Γ−|mτ=0 is the decay rate of B̄ → D�ν̄. We expect that several uncertainties

(both theoretical and experimental) tend to cancel by taking the ratio of the decay rates.

In particular, the uncertainty in |Vcb|V1(1) disappears in the theoretical calculation. The

branching-fraction ratio defined in Eq. (4) is given by R = R+ +R−.

In Fig. 1, we show the branching-fraction ratio R as a function of tβ/mH± , the control

parameter of the charged Higgs effect. Hereafter, we take tβ to be real and positive. The

dark shaded (magenta) band represents the theoretical prediction with the uncertainties in

ρ21 and a. The present experimental bounds corresponding to Eq. (4) are also shown in the

figure by the light shaded (light blue) horizontal regions. A few comments are in order:

1. The SM prediction is R|SM = 0.302 ± 0.015, which does not contradict with those in

the literature [18, 20].

2. The present experimental result is consistent with the SM, but it seems slightly larger

11

M. Tanaka & R. Watanabe, arXiv:1005.4306

B → D(∗)
τ+ντ summaryB D(*) Summary

17

B D(*) Summary
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PRL 99, 191807 (2007)
PRD 82, 072005 (2010)
arXiv: 0910.4301

PRL 100, 021801 (2008)
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EW penguin B decays
• one-loop penguin

- suppressed in SM, hence sensitive to NP
- (ex) H

+ in place of W
+ in the loop

W−

t

u, d

b

u, d

s

γ
H−

t

u, d

b

u, d

s

γ χ−1

t̃

u, d

b

u, d

s

γ

Charged Higgs would always increase B
Other SUSY contribution could cancel

Treasure box

to constrain

many BSM

scenarios

2 3 4 5

 > 1.6 GeV
!

) scaled for E-4) (10!sX"BF(B

 Becher Neubert [PRL98,022003(2007)]
 Misiak et al [PRL98,022002(2007)]

(* simple minded average)
-40.25)x10±(3.62

HFAG 2006
hep-ex/0603003

-40.26)x10±(3.55

Belle ]
-1

[140 fb
PRL93,061803(2004)

-40.44)x10±(3.50

Belle ]
-1

[5.8 fb
PLB511,151(2001)

-40.95)x10±(3.69

BaBar ]
-1

[210 fb
LP07 preliminary (2007)

-41.11)x10±(3.91

BaBar ]
-1

[81.5 fb
PRL98,022002(2007)

-40.57)x10±(3.92

BaBar ]
-1

[81.5 fb
PRD72,052004(2005)

-4)x10
-0.51

+0.62
(3.35 

CLEO ]
-1

[9.1 fb
PRL87,251807(2001)

-40.53)x10±(3.29

NNLO

Belle’s 3rd most cited paper

Experimental B
is slightly higher
than theory


new development
in theory: NNLO
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0 • CPV in radiative penguin can be a sensitie probe for NP

• It’s cousin, B → X�+�− is interesting, too

- rich structure
- sensitive to several Wilson coeff’s.
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Belle’s legacy on EWP

• First observation of B → K�+�− PRL 88, 021801 (2002)

• First observation of B → K∗�+�− PRL 91, 261601 (2003)

• First observation of B → Xs�+�− PRL 90, 021801 (2003)

• First measurement of AFB of B → K∗�+�− PRL 96, 251801 (2006)

• First observations of several radiative modes, φKγ, K1γ, etc.

• First observation of B → (ρ,ω)γ PRL 96, 221601 (2006)

• Most precise measurement of B → Xsγ
covering the widest Eγ range PRL 103, 241801 (2009)

• and many more published results
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CPV in the radiative penguin

44

CPV in the rad. penguin

!L

bR

sL

helicity flip
" mb ~ 4.8 GeV

!R

bL

sR

helicity flip" m
s ~ 0.1 GeV

!R !L

sR

bL bR

sL

Do not interfere

for CPV

Interfere

for CPV

SM favored SM disfavored,

enhanced with RH current

CPV in SM expected to be S ∼ −2ms

mb
sin 2φ1 = a few %

CPV will enhanced in the presence of RH current

Direct photon helicity measurement: extremely difficult
(possible with γ→ e+e− conversion with 50+ ab−1)

s quark helicity is hard to measure (e.g., in Kππγ final state)U
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• CPV in SM is suppressed by O(ms/mb) ∼ a few %

- but can be enhanced if ∃ RH current

- as in many NP models

• γ helicity measm’t is extremely difficult (if not impossible)

• but CPV may reveal photon polarization
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4

(PDF) is the product of these two functional forms [14].
In the final fit the continuum parameters are allowed
to vary while all other background parameters are fixed
to the values from MC simulations. The shapes of the
b → c and NR peaking background components are fixed
to that of the signal. In the charged mode, the NR back-
ground yield, (12.5 ± 6.7)% of the signal, is fixed from
the φ mass sideband. Since the neutral mode is limited
by statistics, we assume isospin symmetry and use the
same NR fraction. The signal shapes are adjusted for
small differences between MC simulations and data us-
ing a B0 → K∗(892)0(→ K+π−)γ control sample, with
MK+π− ∈ [820, 970] MeV/c2. The fit yields a signal of
144 ± 17 B+ → φK+γ and 37 ± 8 B0 → φK0

Sγ events.
The projections of the fit results onto ∆E and Mbc are
shown in Fig. 1. The signal significance is defined as
√

−2 ln(L0/Lmax), where Lmax is the maximum likeli-
hood for the nominal fit and L0 is the corresponding
value with the signal yield fixed to zero. The additive
sources of systematic uncertainty (described below) are
included in the significance by varying each by its er-
ror and taking the lowest significance. The signal in the
charged mode has a significance of 9.6 σ, whereas that
for the neutral mode is 5.4 σ.
To measure the MφK distribution, we repeat the fit

in bins of φK mass and the resulting signal yields are
corrected for the detection efficiency. Nearly 72% of the
signal events are concentrated in the low-mass region,
MφK ∈ [1.5, 2.0] GeV/c2, as shown in Fig. 2. The MC
efficiencies are reweighted according to this MφK depen-
dence. These spectra are consistent with the expecta-
tions from the pQCD model for non-resonant B → φKγ
decays [15]. With the present statistics no clear evidence
is found for the existence of a kaonic resonance decaying
to φK.
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FIG. 2: Background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected φK
mass distributions for the charged (left) and neutral (right)
modes. The points with error bars represent the data. The
yield in each bin is obtained by the fitting procedure described
in the text. A three-body phase-space model from MC simula-
tion is shown by the filled circles (blue points) and normalized
to the total data signal yield.

From the signal yield (Nsig), we calculate the branch-
ing fraction (B) as Nsig/(ε×NBB × Bsec), where ε is the
weighted efficiency [(15.3 ± 0.1(stat))% for the charged
mode and (10.0±0.1(stat))% for the neutral mode], NBB

is the number of BB pairs in the data sample, and Bsec is
the product of daughter branching fractions [8]. We ob-
tain B(B+ → φK+γ) = (2.48± 0.30± 0.24)× 10−6 and
B(B0 → φK0γ) = (2.74± 0.60± 0.32)× 10−6, where the
uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively.
We evaluate the systematic uncertainties on the signal

yield by fitting the data with each fixed parameter varied
by its ±1 σ error, and then taking the quadratic sum of
all differences from the nominal value. The largest con-
tribution of 8.0% arises from the NR yield. The other
sources of systematic error are from charged track effi-
ciency (∼ 1.1% per track), photon detection efficiency
(2.4%), particle identification (1.4%), number of pro-
duced BB pairs (1.4%), φ and K0

S branching fractions
(1.2%), K0

S reconstruction (4.6%), and the requirement
on Rs/b (0.3%). The statistical uncertainty on the MC
efficiency after reweighting is 1.0% (1.2%) in the charged
(neutral) mode. Furthermore, we assign a systematic er-
ror of 0.2% (2.7%) for possible fit bias, which is obtained
from ensemble tests with MC pseudo-experiments. The
total systematic uncertainty on the branching fraction is
9.5% (11.7%).
For the CP asymmetry fit, we select events in the

signal region defined as Mbc ∈ [5.27, 5.29] GeV/c2 and
∆E ∈ [−0.2, 0.1] GeV. Different selection criteria onRs/b

are used depending upon the flavor-tagging information
and ECL endcap region photons are also included in the
analysis. We use a flavor tagging algorithm [16] to ob-
tain the b-flavor charge q and a tagging quality factor
r ∈ [0, 1]. The value r = 0 signifies no flavor discrimina-
tion while r = 1 implies unambiguous flavor assignment.
The data are divided into seven r intervals. The vertex
position for the frec decay is reconstructed using the two
kaon tracks from the φ meson and that of the ftag decay
is from well-reconstructed tracks that are not assigned
to frec [17]. The typical vertex reconstruction efficiency
(z resolution) is 96% (115µm) for frec and 94% (104µm)
for ftag. After all selection criteria are applied, we obtain
75 (436) events in the signal region for the CP fit with a
purity of 45% (37%) in the neutral (charged) mode.
We determine S and A by performing an UML fit to

the observed ∆t distribution by maximizing the likeli-
hood function L(S,A) =

∏

i Pi(S,A;∆ti), where the
product is over all events in the signal region. The like-
lihood Pi for each event is given by

Pi = (1− fol)

∫
[

∑

j

fjPj(∆t′)Rj(∆ti −∆t′)

]

d(∆t′)

+ folPol(∆ti), (2)

where j runs over signal and all background components.
Pj(∆t) is the corresponding PDF and Rj(∆t) is the ∆t
resolution function. The fraction of each component (fj)
depends on the r region and is calculated for each event
as a function of∆E andMbc. The signal PDF is given by
a modified form of Eq. (1) by fixing τB0 and ∆md to their
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(PDF) is the product of these two functional forms [14].
In the final fit the continuum parameters are allowed
to vary while all other background parameters are fixed
to the values from MC simulations. The shapes of the
b → c and NR peaking background components are fixed
to that of the signal. In the charged mode, the NR back-
ground yield, (12.5 ± 6.7)% of the signal, is fixed from
the φ mass sideband. Since the neutral mode is limited
by statistics, we assume isospin symmetry and use the
same NR fraction. The signal shapes are adjusted for
small differences between MC simulations and data us-
ing a B0 → K∗(892)0(→ K+π−)γ control sample, with
MK+π− ∈ [820, 970] MeV/c2. The fit yields a signal of
144 ± 17 B+ → φK+γ and 37 ± 8 B0 → φK0

Sγ events.
The projections of the fit results onto ∆E and Mbc are
shown in Fig. 1. The signal significance is defined as
√

−2 ln(L0/Lmax), where Lmax is the maximum likeli-
hood for the nominal fit and L0 is the corresponding
value with the signal yield fixed to zero. The additive
sources of systematic uncertainty (described below) are
included in the significance by varying each by its er-
ror and taking the lowest significance. The signal in the
charged mode has a significance of 9.6 σ, whereas that
for the neutral mode is 5.4 σ.
To measure the MφK distribution, we repeat the fit

in bins of φK mass and the resulting signal yields are
corrected for the detection efficiency. Nearly 72% of the
signal events are concentrated in the low-mass region,
MφK ∈ [1.5, 2.0] GeV/c2, as shown in Fig. 2. The MC
efficiencies are reweighted according to this MφK depen-
dence. These spectra are consistent with the expecta-
tions from the pQCD model for non-resonant B → φKγ
decays [15]. With the present statistics no clear evidence
is found for the existence of a kaonic resonance decaying
to φK.
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FIG. 2: Background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected φK
mass distributions for the charged (left) and neutral (right)
modes. The points with error bars represent the data. The
yield in each bin is obtained by the fitting procedure described
in the text. A three-body phase-space model from MC simula-
tion is shown by the filled circles (blue points) and normalized
to the total data signal yield.
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the product of daughter branching fractions [8]. We ob-
tain B(B+ → φK+γ) = (2.48± 0.30± 0.24)× 10−6 and
B(B0 → φK0γ) = (2.74± 0.60± 0.32)× 10−6, where the
uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively.
We evaluate the systematic uncertainties on the signal
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by its ±1 σ error, and then taking the quadratic sum of
all differences from the nominal value. The largest con-
tribution of 8.0% arises from the NR yield. The other
sources of systematic error are from charged track effi-
ciency (∼ 1.1% per track), photon detection efficiency
(2.4%), particle identification (1.4%), number of pro-
duced BB pairs (1.4%), φ and K0
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S reconstruction (4.6%), and the requirement
on Rs/b (0.3%). The statistical uncertainty on the MC
efficiency after reweighting is 1.0% (1.2%) in the charged
(neutral) mode. Furthermore, we assign a systematic er-
ror of 0.2% (2.7%) for possible fit bias, which is obtained
from ensemble tests with MC pseudo-experiments. The
total systematic uncertainty on the branching fraction is
9.5% (11.7%).
For the CP asymmetry fit, we select events in the
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∆E ∈ [−0.2, 0.1] GeV. Different selection criteria onRs/b

are used depending upon the flavor-tagging information
and ECL endcap region photons are also included in the
analysis. We use a flavor tagging algorithm [16] to ob-
tain the b-flavor charge q and a tagging quality factor
r ∈ [0, 1]. The value r = 0 signifies no flavor discrimina-
tion while r = 1 implies unambiguous flavor assignment.
The data are divided into seven r intervals. The vertex
position for the frec decay is reconstructed using the two
kaon tracks from the φ meson and that of the ftag decay
is from well-reconstructed tracks that are not assigned
to frec [17]. The typical vertex reconstruction efficiency
(z resolution) is 96% (115µm) for frec and 94% (104µm)
for ftag. After all selection criteria are applied, we obtain
75 (436) events in the signal region for the CP fit with a
purity of 45% (37%) in the neutral (charged) mode.
We determine S and A by performing an UML fit to
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where j runs over signal and all background components.
Pj(∆t) is the corresponding PDF and Rj(∆t) is the ∆t
resolution function. The fraction of each component (fj)
depends on the r region and is calculated for each event
as a function of∆E andMbc. The signal PDF is given by
a modified form of Eq. (1) by fixing τB0 and ∆md to their
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(PDF) is the product of these two functional forms [14].
In the final fit the continuum parameters are allowed
to vary while all other background parameters are fixed
to the values from MC simulations. The shapes of the
b → c and NR peaking background components are fixed
to that of the signal. In the charged mode, the NR back-
ground yield, (12.5 ± 6.7)% of the signal, is fixed from
the φ mass sideband. Since the neutral mode is limited
by statistics, we assume isospin symmetry and use the
same NR fraction. The signal shapes are adjusted for
small differences between MC simulations and data us-
ing a B0 → K∗(892)0(→ K+π−)γ control sample, with
MK+π− ∈ [820, 970] MeV/c2. The fit yields a signal of
144 ± 17 B+ → φK+γ and 37 ± 8 B0 → φK0

Sγ events.
The projections of the fit results onto ∆E and Mbc are
shown in Fig. 1. The signal significance is defined as
√

−2 ln(L0/Lmax), where Lmax is the maximum likeli-
hood for the nominal fit and L0 is the corresponding
value with the signal yield fixed to zero. The additive
sources of systematic uncertainty (described below) are
included in the significance by varying each by its er-
ror and taking the lowest significance. The signal in the
charged mode has a significance of 9.6 σ, whereas that
for the neutral mode is 5.4 σ.
To measure the MφK distribution, we repeat the fit

in bins of φK mass and the resulting signal yields are
corrected for the detection efficiency. Nearly 72% of the
signal events are concentrated in the low-mass region,
MφK ∈ [1.5, 2.0] GeV/c2, as shown in Fig. 2. The MC
efficiencies are reweighted according to this MφK depen-
dence. These spectra are consistent with the expecta-
tions from the pQCD model for non-resonant B → φKγ
decays [15]. With the present statistics no clear evidence
is found for the existence of a kaonic resonance decaying
to φK.
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FIG. 2: Background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected φK
mass distributions for the charged (left) and neutral (right)
modes. The points with error bars represent the data. The
yield in each bin is obtained by the fitting procedure described
in the text. A three-body phase-space model from MC simula-
tion is shown by the filled circles (blue points) and normalized
to the total data signal yield.

From the signal yield (Nsig), we calculate the branch-
ing fraction (B) as Nsig/(ε×NBB × Bsec), where ε is the
weighted efficiency [(15.3 ± 0.1(stat))% for the charged
mode and (10.0±0.1(stat))% for the neutral mode], NBB

is the number of BB pairs in the data sample, and Bsec is
the product of daughter branching fractions [8]. We ob-
tain B(B+ → φK+γ) = (2.48± 0.30± 0.24)× 10−6 and
B(B0 → φK0γ) = (2.74± 0.60± 0.32)× 10−6, where the
uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively.
We evaluate the systematic uncertainties on the signal

yield by fitting the data with each fixed parameter varied
by its ±1 σ error, and then taking the quadratic sum of
all differences from the nominal value. The largest con-
tribution of 8.0% arises from the NR yield. The other
sources of systematic error are from charged track effi-
ciency (∼ 1.1% per track), photon detection efficiency
(2.4%), particle identification (1.4%), number of pro-
duced BB pairs (1.4%), φ and K0

S branching fractions
(1.2%), K0

S reconstruction (4.6%), and the requirement
on Rs/b (0.3%). The statistical uncertainty on the MC
efficiency after reweighting is 1.0% (1.2%) in the charged
(neutral) mode. Furthermore, we assign a systematic er-
ror of 0.2% (2.7%) for possible fit bias, which is obtained
from ensemble tests with MC pseudo-experiments. The
total systematic uncertainty on the branching fraction is
9.5% (11.7%).
For the CP asymmetry fit, we select events in the

signal region defined as Mbc ∈ [5.27, 5.29] GeV/c2 and
∆E ∈ [−0.2, 0.1] GeV. Different selection criteria onRs/b

are used depending upon the flavor-tagging information
and ECL endcap region photons are also included in the
analysis. We use a flavor tagging algorithm [16] to ob-
tain the b-flavor charge q and a tagging quality factor
r ∈ [0, 1]. The value r = 0 signifies no flavor discrimina-
tion while r = 1 implies unambiguous flavor assignment.
The data are divided into seven r intervals. The vertex
position for the frec decay is reconstructed using the two
kaon tracks from the φ meson and that of the ftag decay
is from well-reconstructed tracks that are not assigned
to frec [17]. The typical vertex reconstruction efficiency
(z resolution) is 96% (115µm) for frec and 94% (104µm)
for ftag. After all selection criteria are applied, we obtain
75 (436) events in the signal region for the CP fit with a
purity of 45% (37%) in the neutral (charged) mode.
We determine S and A by performing an UML fit to

the observed ∆t distribution by maximizing the likeli-
hood function L(S,A) =

∏

i Pi(S,A;∆ti), where the
product is over all events in the signal region. The like-
lihood Pi for each event is given by

Pi = (1− fol)

∫
[

∑

j

fjPj(∆t′)Rj(∆ti −∆t′)

]

d(∆t′)

+ folPol(∆ti), (2)

where j runs over signal and all background components.
Pj(∆t) is the corresponding PDF and Rj(∆t) is the ∆t
resolution function. The fraction of each component (fj)
depends on the r region and is calculated for each event
as a function of∆E andMbc. The signal PDF is given by
a modified form of Eq. (1) by fixing τB0 and ∆md to their
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world-average values [8] and incorporating the effect of
incorrect flavor assignment. The distribution is then con-
volved with a resolution function to take into account the
finite vertex resolution. Since the NR component is ex-
pected to have the same NP as the signal B → φKγ, we
treat this as signal for the time-dependent fit [18]. For the
other BB components, we use the same functional forms
as signal with an effective lifetime taken from MC and
CP parameters fixed to zero. For the continuum back-
ground, we use the functional form described in Ref. [17];
the parameters are determined from a fit to the ∆t distri-
bution of events in the data sidebandMbc < 5.26 GeV/c2

and ∆E ∈ [0.1, 0.3] GeV. The term Pol(∆t) is a broad
Gaussian function that represents an outlier component
with a small fraction fol. The PDFs and resolution func-
tions are described in detail elsewhere [17].
We perform various consistency checks of the CP fit-

ting technique. A lifetime fit to the B0 → K∗0(→
K+π−)γ, B+ → φK+γ and B0 → φK0

Sγ data sample
yields 1.56 ± 0.03 ps, 1.70 ± 0.20 ps and 2.09 ± 0.45 ps,
respectively. These are all consistent with the world-
average values of the B lifetimes. The results of the
CP asymmetry fit to the B0 → K∗0(→ K+π−)γ (S =
+0.02 ± 0.06, A = −0.06 ± 0.04) and B+ → φK+γ
(S = +0.25±0.33, A = +0.18±0.26) are consistent with
zero. A fit to the sideband events in the B0 → φK0

Sγ
data sample gives an asymmetry consistent with zero
(S = −1.77± 1.30, A = −0.04± 0.14).
The only free parameters in the CP fit are S and A.

The results of the fit are S = +0.74+0.72
−1.05(stat)

+0.10
−0.24(syst)

and A = +0.35± 0.58(stat)+0.23
−0.10(syst), where the uncer-

tainties are obtained as described below. We define the
raw asymmetry in each∆t bin by (N+−N−)/(N++N−),
where N+ (N−) is the number of events with q = +1
(−1). Figure 3 shows the ∆t distributions and raw asym-
metry for events with good tagging quality (r > 0.5, 48%
of the total).
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FIG. 3: ∆t distributions for q = +1 and q = −1 (left) and
the raw asymmetry (right) for well-tagged events. The dashed
curves in the ∆t plot are the sum of backgrounds while the
solid curves are the sum of signal and backgrounds. The solid
curve in the asymmetry plot shows the result of the UML fit.

We find that the error on S in the MINUIT minimiza-
tion [19] is much smaller than the expectation from MC
simulations and has a probability of only 0.6% [20]. This

is due to low statistics and the presence of a single spe-
cial event (with ∆t = −3.64 ps and r = 0.96). A similar
effect was found in our early time-dependent analyses of
B0 → π+π− [21]. Instead of the errors from MINUIT, we
use the ±68% confidence intervals in the residual distri-
butions of S and A, determined from toy MC simulations
as the statistical uncertainties on the result.
We evaluate the systematic uncertainties from the fol-

lowing sources. A significant contribution is from the ver-
tex reconstruction (0.08 on S, 0.04 on A). We refit the
data with each fixed parameter varied by its error to eval-
uate the uncertainties due to signal and background frac-
tions (0.03, 0.07), resolution function (0.02, 0.03), ∆E-
Mbc shapes (0.01, 0.01), continuum ∆t PDF (0.01, 0.02),
flavor tagging (0.01, 0.01) and effects of tagside interfer-
ence [22] (0.004, 0.030). The uncertainty from physics
parameters (τB0 , ∆md), effective lifetime and CP asym-
metry of the BB background, is (0.05, 0.03). We also
include a possible fit bias due to low statistics and the
proximity of the central value to the physical boundary
(+0.00
−0.22,

+0.21
−0.00). MC simulations show that this bias de-

creases to 0.04 with twice the signal yield. Adding all
these contributions in quadrature, we obtain a system-
atic error of +0.10

−0.24 on S and +0.23
−0.10 on A.

In summary, we report the first observation of a new
radiative decay mode, B0 → φK0γ using a data sam-
ple of 772 × 106 BB pairs. The observed signal yield
is 37 ± 8 with a significance of 5.4 σ including system-
atic uncertainties, and the measured branching fraction
is B(B0 → φK0γ) = (2.74± 0.60± 0.32)× 10−6. We also
measure B(B+ → φK+γ) = (2.48 ± 0.30 ± 0.24)× 10−6

with a significance of 9.6 σ. Furthermore, we measure the
charge asymmetry ACP = [N(B−)−N(B+)]/[N(B−) +
N(B+)] = −0.03±0.11±0.08, where N(B−) and N(B+)
are the signal yields for B− and B+ decays, respec-
tively. The signal events are mostly concentrated at
low φK mass near threshold. The branching fractions
and φK mass spectra are in agreement with the theo-
retical prediction of Ref. [15]. We also report the first
measurements of time-dependent CP violation param-
eters in the neutral mode: S = +0.74+0.72+0.10

−1.05−0.24 and
A = +0.35±0.58+0.23

−0.10. With the present statistics, these
measurements are consistent with the SM predictions and
there is no indication of NP from right-handed currents.
Much more luminosity is necessary for a precise test of
the SM [23].
We thank the KEKB group for excellent operation

of the accelerator, the KEK cryogenics group for effi-
cient solenoid operations, and the KEK computer group
and the NII for valuable computing and SINET3 net-
work support. We acknowledge support from MEXT,
JSPS and Nagoya’s TLPRC (Japan); ARC and DIISR
(Australia); NSFC (China); MSMT (Czechia); DST (In-
dia); MEST, NRF, NSDC of KISTI, and WCU (Korea);
MNiSW (Poland); MES and RFAAE (Russia); ARRS
(Slovenia); SNSF (Switzerland); NSC and MOE (Tai-
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world-average values [8] and incorporating the effect of
incorrect flavor assignment. The distribution is then con-
volved with a resolution function to take into account the
finite vertex resolution. Since the NR component is ex-
pected to have the same NP as the signal B → φKγ, we
treat this as signal for the time-dependent fit [18]. For the
other BB components, we use the same functional forms
as signal with an effective lifetime taken from MC and
CP parameters fixed to zero. For the continuum back-
ground, we use the functional form described in Ref. [17];
the parameters are determined from a fit to the ∆t distri-
bution of events in the data sidebandMbc < 5.26 GeV/c2

and ∆E ∈ [0.1, 0.3] GeV. The term Pol(∆t) is a broad
Gaussian function that represents an outlier component
with a small fraction fol. The PDFs and resolution func-
tions are described in detail elsewhere [17].
We perform various consistency checks of the CP fit-

ting technique. A lifetime fit to the B0 → K∗0(→
K+π−)γ, B+ → φK+γ and B0 → φK0

Sγ data sample
yields 1.56 ± 0.03 ps, 1.70 ± 0.20 ps and 2.09 ± 0.45 ps,
respectively. These are all consistent with the world-
average values of the B lifetimes. The results of the
CP asymmetry fit to the B0 → K∗0(→ K+π−)γ (S =
+0.02 ± 0.06, A = −0.06 ± 0.04) and B+ → φK+γ
(S = +0.25±0.33, A = +0.18±0.26) are consistent with
zero. A fit to the sideband events in the B0 → φK0

Sγ
data sample gives an asymmetry consistent with zero
(S = −1.77± 1.30, A = −0.04± 0.14).
The only free parameters in the CP fit are S and A.

The results of the fit are S = +0.74+0.72
−1.05(stat)

+0.10
−0.24(syst)

and A = +0.35± 0.58(stat)+0.23
−0.10(syst), where the uncer-

tainties are obtained as described below. We define the
raw asymmetry in each∆t bin by (N+−N−)/(N++N−),
where N+ (N−) is the number of events with q = +1
(−1). Figure 3 shows the ∆t distributions and raw asym-
metry for events with good tagging quality (r > 0.5, 48%
of the total).
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FIG. 3: ∆t distributions for q = +1 and q = −1 (left) and
the raw asymmetry (right) for well-tagged events. The dashed
curves in the ∆t plot are the sum of backgrounds while the
solid curves are the sum of signal and backgrounds. The solid
curve in the asymmetry plot shows the result of the UML fit.

We find that the error on S in the MINUIT minimiza-
tion [19] is much smaller than the expectation from MC
simulations and has a probability of only 0.6% [20]. This

is due to low statistics and the presence of a single spe-
cial event (with ∆t = −3.64 ps and r = 0.96). A similar
effect was found in our early time-dependent analyses of
B0 → π+π− [21]. Instead of the errors from MINUIT, we
use the ±68% confidence intervals in the residual distri-
butions of S and A, determined from toy MC simulations
as the statistical uncertainties on the result.
We evaluate the systematic uncertainties from the fol-

lowing sources. A significant contribution is from the ver-
tex reconstruction (0.08 on S, 0.04 on A). We refit the
data with each fixed parameter varied by its error to eval-
uate the uncertainties due to signal and background frac-
tions (0.03, 0.07), resolution function (0.02, 0.03), ∆E-
Mbc shapes (0.01, 0.01), continuum ∆t PDF (0.01, 0.02),
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ence [22] (0.004, 0.030). The uncertainty from physics
parameters (τB0 , ∆md), effective lifetime and CP asym-
metry of the BB background, is (0.05, 0.03). We also
include a possible fit bias due to low statistics and the
proximity of the central value to the physical boundary
(+0.00
−0.22,

+0.21
−0.00). MC simulations show that this bias de-

creases to 0.04 with twice the signal yield. Adding all
these contributions in quadrature, we obtain a system-
atic error of +0.10

−0.24 on S and +0.23
−0.10 on A.

In summary, we report the first observation of a new
radiative decay mode, B0 → φK0γ using a data sam-
ple of 772 × 106 BB pairs. The observed signal yield
is 37 ± 8 with a significance of 5.4 σ including system-
atic uncertainties, and the measured branching fraction
is B(B0 → φK0γ) = (2.74± 0.60± 0.32)× 10−6. We also
measure B(B+ → φK+γ) = (2.48 ± 0.30 ± 0.24)× 10−6

with a significance of 9.6 σ. Furthermore, we measure the
charge asymmetry ACP = [N(B−)−N(B+)]/[N(B−) +
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are the signal yields for B− and B+ decays, respec-
tively. The signal events are mostly concentrated at
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and φK mass spectra are in agreement with the theo-
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measurements of time-dependent CP violation param-
eters in the neutral mode: S = +0.74+0.72+0.10

−1.05−0.24 and
A = +0.35±0.58+0.23

−0.10. With the present statistics, these
measurements are consistent with the SM predictions and
there is no indication of NP from right-handed currents.
Much more luminosity is necessary for a precise test of
the SM [23].
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∆t = trec− ttag, and the b-flavor charge q equals +1 (−1)
when the tagging B meson is a B0 (B0). Since the B0

and B0 are approximately at rest in the Υ(4S) center-
of-mass system (cms), ∆t can be determined from ∆z,
the displacement in z between the two decay vertices:
∆t " ∆z/(βγc).
Signal candidates are reconstructed in the B+ →

φK+γ and B0 → φK0
Sγ modes, with φ → K+K− and

K0
S → π+π−. Charged kaons are identified by requiring a

likelihood ratio LK/π [= LK/(LK + Lπ)] > 0.6, which is
calculated using information from the aerogel Cherenkov,
time-of-flight, and drift chamber detectors. This require-
ment has an efficiency of 90% for kaons and an 8% pion
fake rate. A less restrictive selection LK/π > 0.4 is ap-
plied to the kaon candidates that are used to reconstruct
the φ meson. The invariant mass of the φ candidates is
required to satisfy |MK+K− −mφ| < 10 MeV/c2, where
mφ denotes the φ meson world-average mass [8]. The
K0

S selection criteria are the same as those described in
Ref. [9]; the invariant mass of the pion pairs should be
in the range Mπ+π− ∈ [482, 514] MeV/c2. The high en-
ergy prompt photons must lie in the barrel region of the
calorimeter (ECL), have a cms energy Ecms

γ ∈ [1.4, 3.4]
GeV and a shower shape consistent with that of a photon.
We also suppress the background photons from π0(η)
→ γγ using a likelihood Lπ0(Lη) < 0.25, as described
in Ref. [10].
We combine a φ meson candidate, a charged or neu-

tral kaon candidate, and a radiative photon to form a
B meson. B candidates are identified using two kine-
matic variables: the energy difference ∆E ≡ Ecms

B −
Ecms

beam and the beam-energy-constrained mass Mbc ≡
√

(Ecms
beam)

2 − (pcms
B )2, where Ecms

beam is the beam energy in
the cms, and Ecms

B and pcms
B are the cms energy and mo-

mentum, respectively, of the reconstructed B candidate.
In theMbc calculation, the photon momentum is replaced
by (Ecms

beam − Ecms
φK ) to improve its resolution. The can-

didates that satisfy the requirements Mbc > 5.2 GeV/c2

and |∆E| < 0.3 GeV are retained for further analysis.
Using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, we find nearly 12%
(3%) of signal events in the charged (neutral) mode have
more than one B candidate. In case of multiple candi-
dates, we choose the best candidate based on a series of
selection criteria, which depend on a χ2 variable formed
using the candidate’s φ mass (and the K0

S mass in the
neutral mode) as well as the highest Ecms

γ and the high-
est LK/π in the charged mode. For events with multiple
candidates, this selection method chooses the correct B
candidate for the charged (neutral) mode 57% (69%) of
the time.
The dominant background comes from e+e− → qq

(q = u, d, s, c) continuum events. We use two event-shape
variables (a Fisher discriminant formed from modified
Fox-Wolframmoments [11] and the cosine of the angle be-
tween the B flight direction and the beam axis, cos θB, in
the cms frame) to distinguish spherically symmetric BB

events from the jet-like continuum background. From
these variables we form a likelihood ratio, denoted by
Rs/b. We require Rs/b > 0.65, which removes 91% of
the continuum while retaining 76% of the signal. In ad-
dition to the continuum, various BB background sources
are also studied. In the B0 → φK0

Sγ mode, back-
grounds from some b → c decays such as D0π0, D0η
and D−ρ+, peak in the Mbc distribution. We remove
the dominant peaking backgrounds by applying a veto
to φK0

S combinations consistent within detector resolu-
tion (±4 σ) with the nominal D mass [8]. Some of the
charmless backgrounds, where the B meson decays to
φK∗(892), φKπ0 and φKη also peak in Mbc but shift
towards lower ∆E. Another significant background is
non-resonant (NR) B → K+K−Kγ, which peaks in the
∆E-Mbc signal region; it is estimated using the φ mass
sideband, MK+K− ∈ [1.05, 1.30] GeV/c2, in data.
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FIG. 1: ∆E and Mbc projections for B+
→ φK+γ (upper)

and B0
→ φK0

Sγ (lower). The ∆E projections include the
requirement Mbc ∈ [5.27, 5.29] GeV/c2 while the Mbc projec-
tions require ∆E ∈ [−0.08, 0.05] GeV. The points with error
bars are the data. The curves show the total fit function (solid
red), total background function (long-dashed black), contin-
uum component (dotted blue), the b → c component (dashed-
dotted green) and the non-resonant component as well as
other charmless backgrounds (filled magenta histogram).

The signal yield is obtained from an extended unbinned
maximum-likelihood (UML) fit to the two-dimensional
∆E-Mbc distribution. We model the shape for the sig-
nal component using the product of a Crystal Ball line
shape [12] for ∆E and a Gaussian for Mbc. The con-
tinuum background is represented by the product of a
first-order polynomial for ∆E and an ARGUS [13] func-
tion for Mbc. The b → c background is described by the
product of a second-order polynomial for ∆E and the
sum of an ARGUS and a Gaussian function for Mbc. For
the small charmless backgrounds (except for the NR com-
ponent), we use the sum of two Gaussians for ∆E and
a Gaussian for Mbc. The probability density function

B
+
→

φ
K

+
γ

B
0
→

φ
K

0 S
γ

(φK0γ) first observation!

S = +0.74+0.72+0.10
−1.05−0.24

A = +0.35± 0.58+0.23
−0.10

first measurements!



Search for B+ → D−�+�+

• LV (∆L = 2) process

* sensitive to Majorana-type ν
* “0ν2β for B meson”
* expect B ∼ O(10−7)

if ∃ a heavy Majorana ν with
m ∈ (2 − 4) GeV/c2

• Analysis

* event shape to suppress
e+e− → qq̄ bkgd.

* Emiss, δz to suppress BB̄
bkgd.

* B < O(10−6) @90% CL

5

FIG. 1: Decay diagram of B+ → D−�+�+
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FIG. 2: Mbc distributions of on-resonance data in the
D−e+e+ (top), D−e+µ+ (middle) and D−µ+µ+ (bottom)
modes. The open (white) histograms are for the analysis re-
gion in ∆E, and the blue point-markers are for the ∆E signal
region. The red vertical arrow indicates the lower bound of
the Mbc signal region (5.27 GeV/c2).

TABLE I: Summary of the B+ → D−�+�+ search, where �
is the signal reconstruction efficiency, Nobs is the number of
events in the signal region, Nbkg

exp is the expected number of
background events in the signal region and U.L. is the 90%
confidence level upper limit of the branching fraction. The ef-
ficiencies shown in the table do not include the D− branching
fraction.

Mode �(%) Nobs Nbkg
exp U.L.(10−6)

B+ → D−e+e+ 12.9 0 0.18±0.13 < 2.6

B+ → D−e+µ+ 13.8 0 0.83±0.29 < 1.8

B+ → D−µ+µ+ 20.2 0 1.44±0.43 < 1.0
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from non-Υ(4S)

• new CP-eigenstate decays of Bs

• new results in the bb̄ spectroscopy
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Bs → J/ψf0(980)
• Silver-plated mode for LHCb to measure βs

* B is 2 ∼ 5 times smaller than Bs → J/ψφ, but is a pure CP eigenstate
(0 → 0 ⊕ 1 vs. 0 → 1 ⊕ 1)

* hence needing no angular analysis

• expected BF

0.2 � Rf0/φ ≡ Γ(B0
s → J/ψf0(980); f0(980) → π+π−)

Γ(B0
s → J/ψφ;φ → K+K−)

� 0.5

∴ 1.3 × 10−4 � B(B0
s → J/ψf0(980); f0(980) → π+π−) � 3.2 × 10−4

∃ also theory calculation based on QCD sum rule (LO)
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Bs → J/ψf0(980) Results
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an ideal lab. to study QCD

• very rich bound states below the 
open-flavor threshold

• nearly non-relativistic due to large 
b mass

hb : spin-singlet P wave states

• testing the P-wave spin-spin 
interactions in the bb system

• by

bb̄ spectroscopy

∆MHF ≡ �M(n3PJ)� −M(n1P1)
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an ideal lab. to study QCD

• very rich bound states below the 
open-flavor threshold

• nearly non-relativistic due to large 
b mass

hb : spin-singlet P wave states

• testing the P-wave spin-spin 
interactions in the bb system

• by

Evidence for hb(1P) from BaBar 

bb̄ spectroscopy

∆MHF ≡ �M(n3PJ)� −M(n1P1)
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formed with the smearing and weighting parameters fixed
to the values obtained from the fit shown in Fig. 2. In
this process, the MC signal and background distributions
for each mrecoil(π0) interval are shifted, smeared, and
weighted using the fixed parameter values, and then nor-
malized to unit area. Thus, only the signal and back-
ground normalizations are free parameters in each fit.
The χ2-fit to the data then gives the value and uncer-
tainty of the coefficient multiplying the π0-signal his-
togram as the number of π0 events and its uncertainty.
The fits to the 90 m(γγ) distributions provide good de-
scriptions of the data, with an average 〈χ2/NDF 〉 =
0.98 ± 0.03 (NDF=1448), where the value ±0.03 is the
r.m.s. of the distribution. We verify that the fitted π0

yield is consistent with the number of truth-associated
π0’s in MC to ensure that the π0 selection efficiency is
well-determined using truth-matching, and to check the
validity of the π0-signal extraction procedure.
Figure 3 shows the mrecoil(π0) distribution obtained

in data by applying the π0-signal extraction procedure.
To search for an hb signal, we perform a binned χ2 fit
to this spectrum using a fit function that contains signal
and background contributions. The signal component
is parametrized with the sum of two Crystal Ball [19]
functions with parameter values determined from signal
Υ (3S) → π0hb MC events. The background function is
obtained from the background distribution of an inclu-
sive MC sample that is weighted to accurately model the
distribution in data. The weighting function is a fifth or-
der polynomial with parameters set from a fit of the ratio
of the mrecoil(π0) distributions in data and MC exclud-
ing the hb signal region (9.87–9.93 GeV/c2). We obtain a
corrected MC background distribution by applying this
weight over the full range of mrecoil(π0).
We fit the corrected MC background distribution with

a sixth order polynomial function. To improve sensitivity,
the background function is fixed in the fit to data. All
the parameters of the hb signal lineshape except the peak
position and yield are fixed. The number of hb events
obtained from the fit is 9145 ± 2804, and the hb fitted
mass value is m = 9902 ± 4 MeV/c2. The distribution
of the normalized residuals is described by a Gaussian
function with mean and width values consistent with zero
and one, respectively; this confirms that the uncertainties
associated with the individual π0 signals are reliable.
In order to determine the statistical significance of the

signal we repeat the fit with the hb mass fixed to the cen-
ter of gravity of the χbJ(1P ) states, m = 9900 MeV/c2.
The signal yield obtained from this fit is 8959±2796. The
statistical significance of the signal is calculated from the
square-root of the difference in χ2 for this fit with and
without a signal component; this gives a value of 3.2 stan-
dard deviations. Figure 4 represents the results of a scan
performed as a function of the assumed hb mass. Each
point in this figure corresponds to the fitted signal yield
with the hb mass parameter fixed.
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FIG. 3: (a) The mrecoil(π
0) distribution in the region

9.73 < mrecoil(π
0) < 10 GeV/c2 for data (points); the solid

curve represents the fit function described in the text. The
normalized residuals are shown underneath. (b) (inset) Ex-
panded view of the signal region; the dashed curve represents
the background function. (c) The mrecoil(π

0) spectrum after
subtracting background; the shaded histogram represents the
signal function resulting from the fit to the data.

We obtain an estimate of systematic uncertainty on the
number of π0’s in each mrecoil(π0) interval by repeating
the fits to the individual m(γγ) spectra with the line-
shape parameters corresponding to Fig. 2 varied within
their uncertainties. The distribution of the net uncer-
tainty varies as a third order polynomial in mrecoil(π0).
We estimate a systematic uncertainty of ±210 events on
the hb signal yield due to the π0-yield extraction pro-
cedure by evaluating this function at the fitted hb mass
value.

The dominant systematic uncertainty on the measured
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formed with the smearing and weighting parameters fixed
to the values obtained from the fit shown in Fig. 2. In
this process, the MC signal and background distributions
for each mrecoil(π0) interval are shifted, smeared, and
weighted using the fixed parameter values, and then nor-
malized to unit area. Thus, only the signal and back-
ground normalizations are free parameters in each fit.
The χ2-fit to the data then gives the value and uncer-
tainty of the coefficient multiplying the π0-signal his-
togram as the number of π0 events and its uncertainty.
The fits to the 90 m(γγ) distributions provide good de-
scriptions of the data, with an average 〈χ2/NDF 〉 =
0.98 ± 0.03 (NDF=1448), where the value ±0.03 is the
r.m.s. of the distribution. We verify that the fitted π0

yield is consistent with the number of truth-associated
π0’s in MC to ensure that the π0 selection efficiency is
well-determined using truth-matching, and to check the
validity of the π0-signal extraction procedure.
Figure 3 shows the mrecoil(π0) distribution obtained

in data by applying the π0-signal extraction procedure.
To search for an hb signal, we perform a binned χ2 fit
to this spectrum using a fit function that contains signal
and background contributions. The signal component
is parametrized with the sum of two Crystal Ball [19]
functions with parameter values determined from signal
Υ (3S) → π0hb MC events. The background function is
obtained from the background distribution of an inclu-
sive MC sample that is weighted to accurately model the
distribution in data. The weighting function is a fifth or-
der polynomial with parameters set from a fit of the ratio
of the mrecoil(π0) distributions in data and MC exclud-
ing the hb signal region (9.87–9.93 GeV/c2). We obtain a
corrected MC background distribution by applying this
weight over the full range of mrecoil(π0).
We fit the corrected MC background distribution with

a sixth order polynomial function. To improve sensitivity,
the background function is fixed in the fit to data. All
the parameters of the hb signal lineshape except the peak
position and yield are fixed. The number of hb events
obtained from the fit is 9145 ± 2804, and the hb fitted
mass value is m = 9902 ± 4 MeV/c2. The distribution
of the normalized residuals is described by a Gaussian
function with mean and width values consistent with zero
and one, respectively; this confirms that the uncertainties
associated with the individual π0 signals are reliable.
In order to determine the statistical significance of the

signal we repeat the fit with the hb mass fixed to the cen-
ter of gravity of the χbJ(1P ) states, m = 9900 MeV/c2.
The signal yield obtained from this fit is 8959±2796. The
statistical significance of the signal is calculated from the
square-root of the difference in χ2 for this fit with and
without a signal component; this gives a value of 3.2 stan-
dard deviations. Figure 4 represents the results of a scan
performed as a function of the assumed hb mass. Each
point in this figure corresponds to the fitted signal yield
with the hb mass parameter fixed.
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FIG. 3: (a) The mrecoil(π
0) distribution in the region

9.73 < mrecoil(π
0) < 10 GeV/c2 for data (points); the solid

curve represents the fit function described in the text. The
normalized residuals are shown underneath. (b) (inset) Ex-
panded view of the signal region; the dashed curve represents
the background function. (c) The mrecoil(π

0) spectrum after
subtracting background; the shaded histogram represents the
signal function resulting from the fit to the data.

We obtain an estimate of systematic uncertainty on the
number of π0’s in each mrecoil(π0) interval by repeating
the fits to the individual m(γγ) spectra with the line-
shape parameters corresponding to Fig. 2 varied within
their uncertainties. The distribution of the net uncer-
tainty varies as a third order polynomial in mrecoil(π0).
We estimate a systematic uncertainty of ±210 events on
the hb signal yield due to the π0-yield extraction pro-
cedure by evaluating this function at the fitted hb mass
value.

The dominant systematic uncertainty on the measured

Υ(3S) → π0hb(1P ) → π0γηb(1P )
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Observation of hb states
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Υ(5S) → (· · · )π+π−
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ΔMHF is consistent with zero, as expected

• ΔMHF(1P) = 1.62 ±1.52 MeV/c2

• ΔMHF(2P) =                  MeV/c2

The production rates are comparable to that of Υ(2S), 

• not consistent with naive argument of spin-flip suppression

• moreover, no hb signals from Υ(4S) decays

• an exotic mechanism contributing to the Υ(5S) decays? 

A motivation to study resonant substructure of this process
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Observation of Zb states
Look for resonant substructure of 

• M(hbπ±)=MM(π∓)

• combine the bins of M(hbπ±)=MM(π∓)

• measure                                           yields in bins of MM(π∓)
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Υ(5S) → hb(1P )π+π−
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fit to
��BWP

1 (s) + aeiφBWP
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FIG. 7: Left: the yield of Υ(2S) as a function of the MM(π) measured using the inclusive data

(points with error bars) and exclusive µ+µ−π+π− data (histogram). Middle: the yield of the

hb(1P ) as a function of MM(π) (points with error bars) and results of the fit (histogram). Right:

the yield of the hb(2P ) as a function of MM(π) (points with error bars) and results of the fit

(histogram).

Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) is JP = 1+, therefore in the fit function we use a coherent sum of

two P -wave Breit-Wigner amplitudes; we add also a non-resonant contribution.

f = A |BW (s, M1, Γ1) + aeiφBW (s, M2, Γ2) + beiψ|2 qp√
s
. (7)

Here
√

s ≡ MM(π); the variables A, Mk, Γk (k = 1, 2), a, φ, b and ψ are floating in the fit;
qp√

s is a phase-space factor, p (q) is the momentum of the pion originating from the Υ(5S)

(Zb) decay measured in the rest frame of the corresponding mother particle.

The P -wave Breit-Wigner amplitude is expressed as

BW (s, M, Γ) =
q/
√

sF

M2 − s − iM Γ(s)
. (8)

Here F is the P -wave Blatt-Weisskopf form-factor F =
√

1+(q0R)2

1+(qR)2 [12], q0 is daughter mo-

mentum calculated assuming pole mass of its mother, R = 1.6 GeV−1; Γ(s) is the energy-

dependent width, Γ(s) = Γ( q
q0

)3 M√
sF

2. The function f is convolved with the detector resolu-

tion function, is integrated over the 10 MeV/c2 wide bin and is corrected for reconstruction

efficiency. The detector resolution is parameterized by a single Gaussian function with

σ = 5.2 MeV/c2 as determined from MC simulation. The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 7

and is summarized in Table VI. The non-resonant amplitude is found to be consistent with

zero, b = 0.03 ± 0.04. The confidence level of the fit is 81%. We find that the hypothesis of

16
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r
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b
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r
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from angular analysis,
 --> the two states Zb(10610) 
and Zb(10650) are both 
consistent with 1+ hypothesis
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Observation of Zb states
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FIG. 11: Comparison of Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) parameters obtained from different decay chan-

nels. The vertical dotted lines indicate B∗B and B∗B
∗ thresholds.

B∗B and B∗B
∗

meson pairs.

The widths of both states are similar and are of the order of 15 MeV/c2. The Zb(10610)

production rate is similar to the Zb(10650) production rate for every decay channel. Their

relative phase is consistent with zero for the final states with the Υ(nS) and consistent with

180 degrees for the final states with hb(mP ).

The Υ(5S) → hb(mP )π+π− decays seem to be saturated by the Zb(10610) and Zb(10650)

intermediate states; this decay mechanism is responsible for the high rate of the Υ(5S) →

hb(mP )π+π− process measured recently by the Belle Collaboration.

Analysis of angular distributions for charged pions favors the JP = 1+ spin-parity assign-

ment for both Zb(10610) and Zb(10650). Since the Υ(5S) has negative G-parity, Zb states

will have opposite G-parity due to emission of the pion.
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• B physics experiments have taught us a lot
- success of  CKM paradigm for CPV (--> Physics Nobel 2008)

- many interesting Rare B decay results 

- Yet, there are a few “tensions” & “puzzles”

• What’s ahead
- (although I didn’t say a word about it...) The case for flavor physics in 

the LHC era is still compelling

- LHC, esp. LHCb experiment will be great tools for heavy-flavor 
physics

- But some physics modes, e.g. those with neutrino(s), will require 
next-generation B-factories (i.e. Belle-II, SuperB)

58

What’s ahead



Future prospects

59

Dear Colleagues,

The Cabinet of Japan announced the national 
budget plan of JFY2011 last Friday, where 
SuperKEKB upgrade was approved as requested 
by MEXT. 
This will be final decision of SuperKEKB after 
approval by the Japanese Diet. 

Happy new year to you all!

M. Y.

a news on Dec.27, 2010
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Extrapolation: B  φK0 at 50/ab
with present WA values

J/ψK0

φK0

Compelling measurement in a clean mode

MC

This would establish 
the existence of a NP 
phase



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"A special search at Dubna was carried out by E. Okonov and his 
group. They did not find a single KL ! "+ "-  event among

600 decays into charged particles [12] (Anikira et al., JETP 1962). 
At that stage the search was terminated by the administration of 
the Lab. The group was unlucky."

                      -Lev Okun, "The Vacuum as Seen from Moscow"
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A lesson from history

1964: BF= 2 x 10-3

A failure of imagination ? Lack of patience ?

“Imagine if Fitch and Cronin had stopped at the 1% level, 

how much physics would have been missed” 

–A. Soni@Super KEKB proto-collaboration meeting

(1964) B = 2× 10−3

A failure of imagination, or lack of patience?

Youngjoon Kwon New physics search in B decays Nov. 15, 2009 @ FAPPS09

Epilogue

62
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Historical Milestones
1957  Parity violation in 60Co
1963  Cabibbo angle
1964  CP violation in K0

1967  Sakharov’s 3 conditions
1973  KM mechanism
1977  Discovery of  b quark
1983  1st recon. of  B meson
1987  B0 mixing
1999  B-factories (Belle, BaBar) started
2001  CP violation in B0

2004  Direct CP violation in B0

2006  Bs mixing
2008  (1/2) Nobel Physics prize to K & M

N. Cabibbo
(1935-2010)
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• Critical role of the B-factories in
the verification of the KM
hypothesis was recognized and
cited by the Nobel Foundation

• A single irreducible phase in the
weak int. matrix accounts for
most of the CP violation observed
in the K’s and in the B’s

• CP-violating effects in the B
sector are O(1) rather than
O(10−3) as in the K0 system.

Youngjoon Kwon New physics search in B decays Nov. 15, 2009 @ FAPPS09

2008

CPV is due to an irreducible phase in the unitary quark 
mixing matrix in 3 generations



B+ → τ+ντ by semileptonic tagging

• Statistically independent sample from
hadronic tagging

• Tagging side

- Reconstruct B+ → D(∗)
�+ν�

- Kinematic relation for good-tag id.

cos θB−D(∗)
�+

=
2EBED(∗)

�+
− M2

B − M2
D(∗)

�+

2PBPD(∗)
�+

• Signal side

- Use 1-prong τ− modes: �−ν̄ν, π−ν
- EECL to extract Nsig

19

10

34th International Conference on High Energy Physics 68/1 2008

! Optimized to maximize                            in EECL<0.2 GeV
" separately for !#l"" and #" modes 

! Blind analysis: EECL <0.4 GeV is masked until selection criteria are 
finalized

! Tagging side

" Identified using a kinematic relation 

! Signal side

" Nsig extracted from EECL
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B+ → τ+ντ by semileptonic tagging

with D0 → K0
Lπ0, K0

LK0
L and so on (+4.2

−8.4)%, as well as uncertainties in the background from
rare B decays and τ pair events (3.8%) are also taken into account. We take a 11.6% error
as the systematic error associated with the tag reconstruction efficiency from the difference
of yields between data and MC for the control sample. This value includes the error in the
branching fraction B(B− → D∗0�−ν̄), which we estimate from B(B0 → D∗−�+ν) in Ref. [14]
and isospin symmetry. The systematic error in the signal efficiencies arises from the un-
certainty in tracking efficiency (1.0%), particle identification efficiency (1.3%), branching
fractions of τ decays (0.4%), and MC statistics (0.9%). The systematic error due to the
uncertainty in NB+B− is 1.4%. The total fractional systematic uncertainty is +21

−22%, and the
branching fraction is

B(B− → τ−ν̄τ ) = (1.65+0.38
−0.37(stat)+0.35

−0.37(syst))× 10−4. (3)

The significance of the observed signal is evaluated by Σ =
�
−2 ln(L0/Lmax) where Lmax
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FIG. 2: EECL distribution of semileptonic tagged events with the fit result for (a) all τ decay modes
combined, (b) τ− → e−νeντ , (c) τ− → µ−νµντ and (d) τ− → π−ντ . The points with error bars
are data. The hatched histogram and solid open histogram are the background and the signal,
respectively.

8

all combined τ → eνν̄

τ → µνν̄ τ → πν

• Max. likelihood fit to EECL distribution

• Systematic err.

* SL tagging efficiency (13.7%)
* BG shape (+8.6%, -8.3%)
* B(peaking BG modes) (+4.5%, -8.8%)
* B(rare B modes) (+7.6%, -7.7%)

• Significance: 3.6σ incl. syst. err.

B(B+ → τ+ντ ) = (1.54+0.38
−0.37

+0.29
−0.31)× 10−4

fB|Vub| = (9.3+1.2
−1.1 ± 0.9)× 10−4 GeV

Decay Mode Signal Yield ε (10−4) B (10−4)

τ− → e−νν̄τ 73+23
−22 5.9 1.90+0.59

−0.57
+0.33
−0.35

τ− → µ−νν̄τ 12+18
−17 3.7 0.50+0.76

−0.72
+0.18
−0.21

τ− → π−ντ 55+21
−20 4.7 1.80+0.69

−0.66
+0.36
−0.37

Combined 146+36
−35 14.3 1.54+0.38

−0.37
+0.29
−0.31
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consistent Zb peaks in Υ(nS)π
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